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^ ^ I / • 1 I Athena, Aur'-ist 21, 19.i4
M ^—f/i V /^TJvV f ^

Dear ^rhara, S~r--,7 ^
For ThaEian shapes ; this is a subject underpoine; st idy. 9o not use

atate^^ients in "Standard Fotttry Containers," because they are built on the

rold Ohnr.f'son deposit dates. For instance the Thasian amphora ilTustrated in

tliat article,and there dated early ord century, is pro'oi bly not to be dated

at least until ca. 240 B.C. dee ny Ath. '^.itth. article (19/4). '̂ he Th&sian

shape sequence needs a thorough reworking. I cannot now s low you a mrkod before-

and-aftor effect takinp; place vhen the change oa'ne in the stamps, and at prosent

1 doubt that tnero v.-as one. The change in usage in the stomps continues to be
340

definitive, and to iiave taken place atout 84^ B.C.: of, Delos 27, pp.354 -6* and

Picture Book 6, 1979 edition, text with fig.s 52 and 54-5, and of. back page, end.

Addendum 1979. I repeat, don't try to use a marked chfinge of shape in Thasian jars

before 300 B.C. I don't see in any case what good it -vould do yS to your argu

ment. The new snape, when it gradually comes, is not like Lesbian.

For where the fragments were found in Thasos, those that I photographed a d

the one I brought with me, hunting in the"Chroniquer des fouilles" for 1953 (from

BCii 1954), I make a guess that the place was that mentioned on p. 201, where it

speaks of a "sondage sur le terrain Bolonis" on the road leading to the ^ate of

the Silen, presumably inside the city wall, of, map, fig. 1. The text, p. 201,

speaks of "un depot d'anphores d'une forme intaressante, connues ail Tours seuTe-

ment dans les fouilles arciiaiques de Bmyme." You can imagine that that might

come from my ha ing to'd them that the class was first identified by the excavators

in dmyma. Unfortunately, that is how things often end up in other peopTo'e

print, Tney go on to say that with these fragments xnrti was a lamp datable in the

4t century. That's all. Not sure you should uae it. Might oheok with Lilly
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I S38 that, at loast for joblioation, you must make a statement pretty

mueh as fol1ows;

The fragments vtere found in "the ardent city of Tliasos in 1953
proposed

during the investigation of a building site, apparently in the "iolonis lot

^near the Gate of the Silen; of, BCK LXXVIII, 1954, p. 201, and see p,196
for tliesa "sonda.r;3s" nudo by French archeolO;^,ists by request of the Greek Arch-

eological bervioe. The material is reported here by permission/ pf Dr.
j

iDenetrios Tjazarides, Sphor of ivavalla (and of Thafios) in 1953, and of

' '̂"o-®ESor C-i^ert Picard, present Director of the French Scnool in Athens,

You must Yjrite to the two mentioned scholars, and get their permission.

Addrer n Pica.rd as you addressed 3mpereur. Address Tjazaridos:

nphor of Antiquities
Patission 360
Athens 903

Lazarides is a friend of mine, and I'icard will probably agree, especially for

the Colloquium,

6ur photographer
Q1 don't know about slides, Graig ..iauzy^mde a I'ew for my paper, I asked

hin about w'.iat you asked, and I think he said the slides woulA be ok though

perhaps not the carousel.

Unrelated; an item cited aesperia 9, 1940, p. 257 under no. 335 is AP 1494,

which is said to have a similar shape to 33b, 335 is AP 149] and as such

cited in my bamian article, ue_8joe^ 1971, note 47, rb I believe it to be batnian,

AP 1494 however, of w}>ioh up to now no photo has been published, I think is not

bamian but Lesbian. It has no top (a false one imitating 33b has nov7 been taVen

off) nor yet the lower handle anaoV-ents or ^he part that should have tails, hut
otherwise body and toe complete. Aphoto has been taken, for i, Dupont's request.
If you .lave not seen his article, rarola del x^a^ sai^ 1982, y)u must 1ok at it.

My bast to y)u.
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j a new class of Thasian amphora appeared"'at about the time that the
Lesbian amphoras disappeared, new stamps also, and that Lesbos had
a previous history of economic collaboration. In shdrt, it will be
my final section rewritten.

Does this meet with your approval? Any other suggestions? If there
IS an^hing I can add to ease relations with the French, just say so.
I mstarting French tutoring tomorrow to revive my ear and tongue -
don t want to appear completely stupid when I get there.

I'm looking forward to seeing everyone. I'll need some backgroud as
to personna, etc. so will arrive the week before - the 5th or 6th.
loJJ . <' • <- c 0 I

\
INTERCULTURAL ACTION LEARNING PROGRAM

202 North Building
P.O. Box 464

Peterborough, N.H. 03458
Tel. 603-924-7535

Dear Miss Grace and Carolyn,

Yes, it was good to talk to you on the phone. And you sounded like
you were just next door.

I thought that I had better touch base about the Colloquium, and it
turned out that your subsequent letter (thank you) did have some
information that I was unaware of; I knew nothing aboutthe background
of the Thasos fragments. I will continue to act as if I knew nothing-
the best tact, I think.

As you surmised, my paper will deal with these fragments, and, because
of the fehlbrandt, the possibility that Thasian jars were manufactured
to carry Lesbian wines. The tone will be a questioning one, hovevei; —
the title for the paper that I submitted is: "Lesbian and fhasian
Amphoras; Questions Concerning Collaboration" - suggesting, as you did,
that more testing is in order. Hopefully, this will lead to a present-'
day collaboration. If, as I have gathered, the French are trying to
preempt the study of amphoras, this will be a means of working with
them rather than against them.

The paper will be based entirely on the final section of my Master's
thesis, of which both you and Carolyn have a copy. I'll have trouble

books to check my notes and citations, but there
s e plenty of material for a 10 minute paper. Will there be
acilities for slides and dual projectors for comparisons? M. Empereur's

final communication should cover that, I guess. There will be little
mention of literary references beyond the fact that Lesbian wines
are referred to into the Imperial Roman period. And the Pseudo-
Aristotelian reference to the marketplace in Istria is necessary to
illustrate examples of earlier combined efforts. But mainly the
thrust will be that fractional series^can be removed from

sequence easily, that they compare well with the
asos ra^en s, "bhat the fehllDrandt is a key piece for obvious

reasons, a ,^^_i^n and Thasian stamps have some similarities, that
a new class of Thasian amphora appeareJ'at abbnt. thp tHmf.

July 5th, 198U

3-o{
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pjp, asTH —1- . August 6th, 1984 2,05-.
^ p.e.4 _4^ r-?;

jr^,s••{-)'-
Dear Miss Grace and Carolyn, 1/'"^ ' ' '̂ '̂ *)
Thank you both for your letters; I will follow all of your
suggestions. I need help in answering some of the questions,
however.

1) Is there any other information available to document the new
forms of Thasian amphoras and stamps in the late 4th C other than
Miss Grace's statement in "Standard Pottery Containers"(p,^ 182) and
the pictures and statements in Amphoras (27,28,52,54,55) ' If any
pictures appear in French publications that I don't know about,
could you direct me to them? I planto cite Miss Grace's statements
and make and show slides of her pictures, but I'd be glad to include
others. I will also get photos of the earlier The,sign amphoras for
comparison purposes from the AJA "Early Thasian Amphoras."

2) Is there any way that I can obtain particulars about the
sondage where the fehlbrandt was found on Thasos? Where on
Thasos was it, for instance? My information gives only the year,
1953, and nothing more. Was the sondage numbered? How do I refer
to it, etc? ^

3) Will American slides be a problem? The information i^the
Third Circular states only 24 X 36 (cent.?) or 6 X 6 be
projected, but the standard American slide is 5 X 5 (p\) . I
have written M. Empereur asking if a Kodak projector is available
as I plan to bring mine in a standard carousel. What do you know
about this?

Our hosts on this 'business' trip will be making us hotel reserva
tions somewhere in the Syntagma area. David will be upholding
the business and social end of things(fine with me!) during the
Colloquium, but will go with me on the trip to Thasos. After that,
we have to check on the INTERALP program on Kalymnos for a few days,
then fly home on or about the 23rd. My first concern will be how to
extricate myself from social obligations enough before the start of
the Colloquium to be able to check in with you people; I think we
are being taken directly from the airport to the Veranghis:i summer
home in Epidavros for their daughter's wedding on the 7th, and how
and when I get back to Athens I don't know. Let's just say that I
^ill call Miss GraCE Sunday evening if not sooner.

Anything else I should know?
2-1 , (I • S W

1=^ ^ jp, -2,01
Jit ^

All best.

Ia-JC^-0
•S A... ^ ' '•'V—I ^
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g feeling that a little more testing of the days would be good. I note that one
•H a

Ame loan bchool o ulai; ical i^tudier:

54 Swedias Street, Athens 106 76, Oreeoe

June 1984

Dear Barbara,

?Oiat a nice surprise to have a telephone oan from you last eveninp:, and '.v-'a+-

a wonderful oonneotion we had I

:low 1 find on straightening out in my mind wnat you said, aid after lo-king

S a bit through your article and other papers, I find I am not clear as to wnat
4-~
X
a. you propose to report or discuss in your paper at the colloquium. 1 tnought at
V.

first you planned to talk about the fragments found in ShssxMixx Thasos but
o

-f derived from amphoras of Lesbian shape. This seemed to ma an interesting sub-ject

though perhaps to be treated with due reserve since I think theye may be a general

m o those tasters vjill be at the colloquium, a Frenchman named Ficon. Tact would
O- rn

be \mnted also, over the matter of the fragments left in Thasos having been

C a. CO
P CO

13 o
4^ CO

>: 3
jC X) T3

- discarded before the next summer; also over my having been allowed to take one
I-H a

• Q-. 5
T3 ©

tH

CO f- C!
c\j m aJ

2 3rt C" O

+> +> t»

COM right a^TOy in a R'lH Suppl, Of course all that happened a long time ago, and every-
O 43 c

Cj -rl

®^ ® body acted with the bert intentions, Jorteinly I did. And the excavation will
® I-H CO

^ 03
_^ have been one the Seimrice asked the French to tend to, some place v;hare somebody
,n o

^

r- d
•H 2 r!
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^ there have been identified a great many ateliers in Thasos for the nakinr. of
©

•H

^ amphoras, alt .ough so far as I know t/10 products were all Thaaian amphoras. The

fehlbrand visible in the photo of the pieces left in Thasos seems a bit of e'/idon-o

As for discussion of literary referranoas, etc., maybe you did an ju; a wit i

them in your article in the Hellenistic number?

piece to Athens without formalities, although that saved it. The '^reek service

•will be -well represented at the colloquium, and anyhow your paper will be published

was digging fuundations for a house. And at that time there was no room for

storing sherds. I eay again, I t ink the suggostion treat the jars were nada in
•M o +3

" g Thasos for Lesbian vjine at that time is an interontinn and not imposrible one,

althou.-h again 1 virould like a bit more scientific checking of pieces. Irately
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2_'̂ . y_^ General Miller Homestead
n nr k Temple, N.H. 03084 U.S.A.^ (2^_^ ./ ^ April 12, 1982

M- p ^ - 't^' ' <siA-74,near Miss Grace, ^ pMjL^^ v

I've been meanina to write to you for some time now, not only
to tell you that, with Maoqie's helo, the Lesbian amohora article
is finally shaping up, but also to tell you that I will be in Athens
briefly on April 28th and 29th and hope to catch a glimpse of you
or at least talk to you on the telephone. I am to be the lecturer
on an Argonaut island cruise, a .job i am not particularly looking
forward to. 'iith 70 people to look after, I will probably have no
freedom v/hatsoever and won't be able to get away at all. He are
scheduled for an afternoon visit to the Acropolis on VJednesday,
the 28th, who knows at what time, but I was hoping I could either
come early and see you and take you to lunch with a small group of
friends ( 2 or 3 probably from the Currier Museum here in Manchester, i
N.H.), or sneak away afterwards and bring some goodies for tea with '
you. Would this be alright with you? As soon as we get to the
Grande Bretagne that morning and I have some idea of the timing, I
will give you a call - I hope the number hasn't changed.

!

lassume that Maagie is there in Athens with you now from the note
that accompanied the xeroxed article she had her brother send to
me. I look forward to seeing her also, and wish her to be includ
ed in the invitation to lunch, or whatever transpires. At first
I was a little shocked by the conclusions in that article; from
the same tests the Brookhaven people seemed to have oroduced
different results than they sent to me. After careful analysis
of the language used, I think I'm still on safe ground, however.
I have sent the additions to my footnotes on to Princeton.

One new bit from Brookhaven. When I was revising my manuscript,
I wrote to n. Brooks and Fd Sayre asking if the 1973 test results
still held. I heard nothino for ages, then suddenly received a
phone call out of the blue - they'd been away. Dottie Brooks said
that, when reviewing all of the testsdone for me, including the
ones on the two Thasian sherds, she realized that LA 14, the real
maverick of the bunch that related to no others tested so far,
correlated most closely to the second of the Thasian sherds- a
Diece from SS 11839 (late 4th or early 3rd). In my thesis, if you ^
remember, I proposed that Thasos took over the manufacture of the
Lesbian amohoras, and this information certainly helps point things"
in that direction;^ 14 was an Agora piece, gray, showing the
bombe' neck bulge. rwiTT get this information in writing event-
ually. I will bring the results on the Thasian sherdswith me for
yPiJ-tO-kPPy . also the pictures of "the Sicil ian jars that I receiv-
ed from P. Pelagatti, alas with no measurements! Also, a belated y j

•j^(p thank you for the new pictures of the Rhodian fractional ;you think-V -5
(7^ it should be drooped from the Lesbian group because the clay is A j

r' t different, but I think it is additional evidence of another A
aJT manufacturer.

U-— fill for now. Looking forward to seeing you.

Sincerely,
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^ ^ Stoa

April 3rd, 1982
Dear Barbara,

T hope you got from Mac a photocopy of the publication

of khK son© Brookhaven resulta (Including your Teabian) which

T took for you last December from Richard Jones' copy. I am

most sorry that you didn't get it sooner (inept shuffling of

my paper? from Greece when T returned, and stilting work on

John f'raill's Athenian prnnopography computer project are jointly

responsible for my not having sent it to you as T Intended in

Januar^,
I talked to Richard Jones about some Kosn analysis we

are trying to have done at the Fitch lab, and he mentioned a

book he la writing (cataloguing clay types from all the testa
(0

he knows about?) in which he quotes these f'.n^ings from Brook-

haven to help establish the composition of T.<esbian clay —

If the conclusions they come to are different from yours, prob

ably you want to take this Into account in the He s per la

article, if It is not now too late. I'm sure he would bo in

terested to know what you have that Brookhaven did not. publish

(am T right that your print-out and the results given in the

article overlap, but that neither dldcusses every sample?) and

I think he would be a very useful person to discuss limits and

angles of Interpretation with. Again, I'm sorry If it comes too

late for your Immediate purpose....

On the principle of trying not to commit the same sin
1

twice, T am sending yop immediately a photograph of the lesbian

jar in the Petrie (University College London), which T

ordered from them last •fall. There was a ml sunders+anding about

the scale, so T asked Ciraig Mauzy, the Agora photographer, to



^'02-

reproduce 5.t at 1:10 fron the height, taken by the ^etrie

^^ugeum, of 0.6Lj. -- this eeema to agree pretty well with the

ecale they provided in the photogranh. The notes T t.ook

of r.y v'e'' t tfiers say of thJs

'••'entinxied in hoard-.an Gka. Overseas 3rd ed. p. 13U,

no. Bo. TIC inventory card says "aoaked in resin, ht, 6U c-n."

ilegaiive already exists, A date is aldo given for this of

Dyn. which Dr. Opencer Interpreted for me as 660-02'̂ 3C. »

And, from notes ^ took when T visited the collection in 197U»

T see that the provenance is given as Defej<'nneh, "presumably
IT,

Tannis/• XXXJII 12" T think this Is a reference to a Fetrie

^ ^(VcVic(Jl lU svaJo • ivi vi^'^^cc^4(ceJh veru
p.bllctlon.

VD mentioned this jar tv John Boardman before the new

edition, and in reply (dated ilov. 1978) he said that ihe date

of Defenneh, from Hambyses' invasion and the pottery, was ^
Vfalrly secure' end that Cook wonld probably have something to

say about it in London CVA vol 8, Dr. Fat Spencer, who gave

me the ca 660-929 date, sounded somewhat hesitant abont. It, and

T don't think you should use it. Some more research may give

you a better terminus ante quern.

i, I didn't actually look at the jar in 1981, so T can't say

ther it has rattalls. Dr. Spencer (Department of Fgyptology,

University Dollege Tondon, Dower Street, I.ondon WDlE BHT)

i holpfid na by inventorying the handles while m working on

jthem, and has been very helpful in subsequent correspondence
the. Koan stamps. She is working on the materiel there

V>-''vdLC^rrom Memphis, but night be a good person to ask for Information

^"'^^'/Lbout this jar too. Permission to publish the photograph should
O'l' i T
v. hs applied for from Dr. 9.T. Martin, Honorary Curator, The Petrle

I ^ e ^
6^H9? ^ 6hS-^ ^ (l6 7 '̂) df At\ePVxtAS

•<sy ^
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the neck slightly thinner than 3* or Is it, like I4, a baby?

^T-

'•I - 3 -

Museum, University College London etc (as for Dr Spencer),

T am sure you already know about this jar, but perhaps

3ome of this will be additional Information# Tt looks as

though it would fit nicely soraewh^ere between your 2 and 1|. --

VCr points out that the handles seem a fraction iaR longer and

For a number of reasons I would like to RRxaxliR go to

Princeton again this spring (I get back to Toronto on April 1^),

but I fear that as usual there won't turn out to be time...

Anj'way, T hope to have news of you and/or Lesbi.en when I get

back.
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ivs W IW>WJ ^ -Itrvvzrufiw^ ^Ofex cv "fW (W^ '̂ P ^ k^tuA^
CCVYI-W XixTL 1\a^ W^ 1=^ sW.k-pJU^ ^ UAi/dv^x- c^jxvr^^e;^^ ^ V ^

VNAcMiUs . W> ^ W hccf^ ^ ^
!pe£oaA-vi. 'tic ftJVvfzLUfvs aGI U.-ftex% Xsew^- Uw\. (em^lr CKc, u(WU ls^>sv<-'̂ '

a,«vv«A ^V ; fU U^j-<JW ,"Wtrev <K May <S, d«w.Jl _owJ Wfa<5. df fope^
fe. wut^v^ Wcv. ^ fe atc^ (oo^- p^«,
pope*-. fTcxfloiy's t^OA tU^A KwiWA-W UNVAA V"CV^ Uttf fitcV"^ ^clvixuX'W^ ^

fc WM ^lat Wxvigjhg lAsteitJ o- note., f<Khv>a<l«.Jl Hoja^-y 5.&. a.<^ ^
f, f, I ULojirf ru postttfi satVtdt tU. wcKUJl ?J

I /III 1_ Mi— /^^fefc)6 flioU -fe tx" ^ ^^Wzvvv^ sHXi ^ ^ ^ (^,r>x^ ^
A,4Ws tK ulU. ^ ^ck. W.aw9uA.U.s.... -tT.. tw t-eW fur Tw.avA-or

f^rt. Ivtzc. (^iaU> ii <aa/^ p/ok^wA^ twi (po-g, IsefiAA- Uow/QaaioscJ^
^cesft. stvvt^ t ^ ^otlci vteMlA^ ccMnttk wi€ twfe vwt-lovv^ ^Iaawl \po^ vu^^ ^Mocks,
Ufi-f o^w9g5 6t^fl:«icVv ^vt. W'i' tu>Jcu^ ulWwu ^ kW- Ww W-V ^
UXiS Vt? ^>visyw^v2 M.c^ ^ tt^C^r 0~ ScVatvcQ. IfUa I^W, WWWvaa^. C
Ytl.UL(9. OL -\T€fl. <5^ iV loCU-k ^QCzX^ Vu^s WUjm-VM^ OmA H«€>L COVW- t'tf^kd- ^VLfi

O0|€C^C/VvCv.U5ji^ (AviU sklQ-Wv\^ IIaC pOfZJU CIaAv^. CCfUjt^ J- CUAltr/VuX"^t.CAQ^ pu^
WuaA k> s-(o^ [j^ CWv ^ ^ lol<xviW ^xsC^MA^tjAAgAA.^ •— r^kcaJIS- Vo^
Ww SC«vicViCVv^ ^AXi, AvvJL X" WtAAtfi- j>i£.V2u/^ 'hx/D dVppU.S<^Ut- <5^ CVUaT IflOWl
^ oitv SdWuL a$le^ of
jjUiA-a....

OiA ^Wx Wi^ V4&.S 'J^s u.y>uii. (rtcwvid? - (4i U.*^ ScttW^ "W SO-VV^ MnHv sbfs
oV /Wskx^CcLKvc [lt> kli/u. peo^u ^w\ ovcfi ^IdWCxfoC Cto (tir peopU t/^) XMt?a^S
Ww.Vs. r tWv^lr of f<A^ fiZ^A Sal-rta ox.^ iAi(W^kcfl •«( ^veSSOViM^ <W
^Wwt o. qpoSi- Lfftfea exuz^^ f®" O^ ojaxQ A>ixm. ulWv. XiAA.«i*jtiS) fW^ orexc (i>€-ikjra.t



—c& Siwus^s WUavivi^ Ipelfex" IamaaQ uSUidU ^ <aitvii>uk {)<jv4€^
^ IvOJ^tv^ ^ Sct^ ("Wvv^ 5lewcn^i ^ow tlujAk JVui stvc/iACtfl) oj^

(o vcLvvcVvs ciiX^tfEk-KiiVs ^5U£k os> |p^ Ke.Ua.«ca)c^ ^

CwV -b "tUfl ojuCpott 0^^^ \sA^(t. IW^OlX" Co- Id<?vw9.-v\Ava3 Veu^ect^ \^ita (?)) (octttiJ ivv tka
VOjAzAAr^ loir b soLve lWw\, 5£VvA>/^ S£^yv^^^^« uitit- "Vva^ avi4 wi^
laWl^tjl 'KoJrutlfi wiHvccoce \ o iAajive.< ^^couul%^ l(s c!bS)ix^ i^Cik^

^CVv.(^"Wv^) CLWfll U/vbvifVui^lplt C^!>CXAA%icJ\nS asi^X^ I'V*^ "Ha/o C£o '̂MZ'-'Us (^X Ma "fUe
w^U W a>i\r rf awS. 'ft^aviAnifu owl iJWolV WV vwcVv^.-iU-Utja
(J^OATt UjiWV. (v( C- WlAiUj, VWk W£K At nfiewv).

JujoU,? irwl- «.« ^tU tl„ cke^rfiJ! tut <1^ ^f- g«^ ^
ui S£pVnAAli>€< (r Wi<fl (bc^w •WMi.ppeaiUL^ pi^sp^ct —a- scciVi fUt- Huu
dJpe k^RHv '̂TZUASUrt.'̂ (50^t(7/^ U/. ^ppUjffi fo( Ctf<" tack, a^ ; i: +Waa.^ |̂-
Atloc,iAtL V>M.l- 'ts ©Wrwisx < '̂W ^

iMOcn^ oiocwV (/U5 I'V^oWar ^cuA2wvsciv\.'s •• tvc, appbicQ 4o 'IW 9av'VeywS(V'!
%Kvu9.oAi.^ of OxArva^cL. be iv(o<vvvo.b'cV CWrt.(0 IoolIr. cv t>vijt^ (ocloUi^X^k^^ c
<^uxskjc/Vv.v '̂(x <xkvvA- VWc C<xWi\lr'i d£^«A of dUso-WjUt^, 6S(i\bx<'aAttNv bf

IW Wfijr OlS^ <W <^«Aa^ %W i$ b-Wvu^ seiws b be vvL(5J<u>a2^ Wr bolV sUo cu«.t$l CiA«.(tLS«<51
((Vvjivv.Wllili^ uJlvxJlt CiNvirTTJUAji*^ bntvycT ^VKtx (i^atcA. is btooviQ'
b WwiM^ Da^aCtfi Wxt ma. Se^ievNAWv- Oj^ ^ wcv5c5AA'̂ b« Xixp^sciJl? -J^ Ul (Aja\A"kifi
•b ^^cvv(9- d.vd<?v, bwu

^ ^ ^ of IWpsiTv. CK
ocbW<, omA rtoc Is civt m(U^ ^ca^<m^ Usciv - Woxt. o?(cr

O- Yv^fVM-v^ f>cxjfk uv lba5wb imW, w (W wuet- bWwi. owJl
Vbc Ai>esvv.kl' Hicvv.k •'VvalM. cixvw^us ** uSdUl (ajouaI- 4o 6Kr(A>u(<c$.
tv\;iLW ; \W. (aJr tevwmws Iru^v Vu. bxi^vi'l- Uav^Jl Huk^ lA/e-^rt coaa>uv^. IVia^u)

Wd V Toajv^b Ckpb cw 3a.v. Wt; Js a so
b ia41 'AxiwiC^ "d fCNtrvHw^ AVU^ (Jbxpuevd MAbx-Wflsxwx ^Mti —Jr

i" ai cWktidviof 1U.V- W wmwWMi^ o^4<ift ...

•S

<x
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• 5(JWt9^ A". 5c(DuA)0QJVv^ (TJUe^ oS pOXCxWOlc abcvt -tw "^ficJUlwfoWK"

paj(V tivu>/€.*<^iV^ ts, ^ o-iAohicK
"Pw^aficil fv\^XM/v\^<xvv-& dkjuSVvWrji. d^"\cv-vnvojJ^ iwktuif, oSodw^ I/IP's' IfichAjf^^ 4©

dv4-U^^uvv^ toLlo^s {tv4 tVuts eK^OLKTM.^^ fl^J(^. p(j<.fai? Sejfvjcc
ft^ixvL , H'-aA' i*^jvvfl. <3^ [f '̂̂ CJC ircAtPs cajvHxcvJ' cU-^ U.Wi't cclw cL-i^oufl...,

Hi3U^ 2-Zviz9- .
, p^tp . Vse^xSr, (Ni£fi. fc)e feUeo-'C^ U^s. Wit5- c^U-LiljiPtv^^

<5^a(51 cc^Wm^ cC scxTtvO vuxiPs oa^ ivclO (paLvUr -ahe,^ \o tfyu^ ckoajaW; pW^Ve. tcpUcsA
Lw^ 1: so-spea- <U «f Uccvivx^cou^ W

Oxcwvufi. AuyWv^ <4^ W tlv^ a>iCy..p ^ WoYxg.w^ es4^vy^. Apcuw-k<
tomw^ fe tc^Vca- <1rxa sW^.s CcacWlJ dV

OS. X>^cM. WV^ vu W5&Ws<^. 1U Wad (Aiclftn;o^a\)ev>u .i (tG,j^,^UWv^ l'<^ ^
vvNavHxWWx^ —v^a^Sl l^«: UVlc ko ^(ocfe op cV- WW ^IWc. pcopU iwe w^tuid
^ CVv(vvwN€fi b-sp suw^wC (v*Wvv. "Hvc-i^ fCLVL -W-y ipecd-Wx^ imVo hoi cbJ^s ^^CcAa^ WWlCsou
L»^H>^se^ CLVjt so^Lvm e<xc-W otWv- lw. «xdor^ p'ovt l^'Slyku \A^afee fWur iXv^ojfzu^cg ptiu

rt • nU)^ -- COlA/v ure. -kil -UvCAjf Uuxi(^<" aSWyc- OvuS- ^^.ca^J \f W>ppcVva.d. CA-Vvd- '5tf' -psfifi^ ^

^>a»iV ^SLvfwey ? ^ ^^AAriJevvax- Ua-W^^ ta2,v^ pcuxC for a- t^UHe •JJ' ivovd^fi.

Ufe. aA^^ LoexdO^ ^ .woiil-^e^Uey for do^eU^ dwtU Wrt et
(no 4d be^au«ie <V<i Otb?, CAf +W Iouda,"H'ecxailiZ^ AuW^ fuAC-U^ ?caSou-.). 1^-
•• rccd " HAft . Ka.Hu!<icw li wt^vtnxs abdvd WoAMfi. ?€.k.< ^v pfo-vu-bajp odi

^W-VvvS^vrtS (oJwO urcv orno •• .^. 'l)vx_ ups.'faAAri Uas v^UAVA-"^recQ. fo

W W tu-f Ls ScVVvxIaSWx^ WUVcfV-S O-tdki- "IIm. Awd U«1
caWV ^ a5o aW^ ^ ^ 0. 1V. Aock .peo^v unid

ixs Ai- WsuA^ VcTvwr Oir l-tfOpiA/v, W 12.vcft. fb ^(^AXA^e XkcUcCeu^
-fe> 6*e<;W^ hAfi.Te<A«. Ad^JCW- K^S^eiM-tUAA^ W ^tJUfioA^ , p

dWp^r. tcMAV. ^ WW rtc^xp^ ^ -
Aud rWe pi^VcJw wuj^ iiXsV VMcL-u^^UJi (^oxAWAwb r«(^er fo ^

AV sfc(Wk l^u^cbJ 4r (<^<5. ^ wvH.. IW 36paM^se cWjtv^ (W^loAovc AS
btcAvw hvi- Udoc, (pu.V tu Ai OTtr), -Wty Avfc caJuWVw/UsI^



(fv- W CuJL^A , {W fUW^WUS OlM^MdUsl^ a^^ SioCS</\.'i- "

Wvk , 0<xt. W? [<}J^-\MCW€iCi Afiax-io^ SVv5u<V»rt<^ «A^ (JlV^JScK^. t^ALSfta
Qrcwv <W S^eckf:\^ 4 ^ «A)ouidU^ .evnix^Vu is, wejyxiM^ sW-&^ 0^ V»t 'i OMfiKUp^dw
^ ;,6«cwt7 w V ^S'̂ f)^Or OQ 2Sv22 <MM •• pw*

^ ^ OvrJo^^^pKcC

Oocctvvjyv"
!>

I, WWx-a 4W T^^Ww )if^- »v .5 »ji; i- ^ AWLitw^ ct Ua^A ShuAu's
Cav^A «. W^, «>A -fc•

IWW^Wl, Kcx. ^ ^
0J^£ Vs>*(! cfM, lc^.te tu 5^1^ SaiA Vctjs. W(jJcuv-aV^w: cS
U^ tW fteW< ^.... 5^, ^
•vo^ W e.<c^ AMis 4h<i
Uvij «*c>. <«Zw^V fo.- 'ottokfe-'''. (Kurtvii A<»l-A«^ fOX-lteS, fix.KUKlK fWHil
(5)Avr bJ^ KtviW or Arkwui .-J , fVu^^S +W ^s.de, ^ C^fw^ 6i£^e^

or cWsiMg^ obcctLtC yC^ tUa UWr^, or <& ^.'Alc>«.uv^n,r, of «ktf- ow^Sl ^vuajf^

V « • f r^wtv VtoClH : 0(?»iS^-T>Mi>fl^

. ^ -tt Jr 'iA<aTK ^ <^iA.£Us^>
^W u/^«£oM"tafi Avv=h^iv\;vh^ ,
^ M k; «a., ^'' ^ " '̂ "•

^A'ttb ^ . (Ut^w)
i I.CAO CU.\U^V(^ Wuh: (v.^, ..) omSl I oiWl

Wi 6^, U/Wiv^^ };(;<r W wiey^ ^t. _v^o*-<^uiW idu ,WV cvtv^ Vo
*VvO-^ 0<fit2-<3^pj^ "W ^ IfvilJcc . 1)C<S.Vv. iJ^ Cutvvfl VaS tcWvutR^ or WiA^i (MuJtx. Wkm^

;0< i '̂v« ucAwr iVvO-cWv\£ ,or 'J( (AxiviV<^ cox^dV cftou^.
T^^IviiUV. tiac ^eAM»^ bsoo^S- l^kj> \v<^k> V^mrAsi -" tMcaJW- "tea. ^A\r^
c<vs3laiic)\i -(tj Worw^jA^ «o Scjzjyv- '̂ ^<5 a*vcC Joaa^^ lpr>^ scveil ypvc U&f"
o '̂k^S . 1 1^ Vlcuij^V' - r'*v v€aH- ef UdW' cW ^g-wuAc

I ji * If

ft. ^yUAfXe xzvVec/ ciA*-<^ ^ Aj'tAMje.x ... loft's "(Wr oSUd.^^ ftre^te t€rM^2o/y^ "tW wei^k.

' HAAr<\v'̂ (j-crzfVs o. P^pjJticysWvK^ rto^^i\A.-^ ~Jc(A,^ TSen it"...
Lovt,
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American School, etc, Athens
November ZZ, 1980

Dear "Ag{;ie,

You may be astonished to hoar - or has she written to you

by this time - that on October 29 wo had a visit at the 2A

from B, Clinkenbeard, I had given her references for Lesbia

in the journals Kokalos and Daoia. So she took notes on both

in the publications sent hero to me, also an address for Paol/a

Pelegatti, to got if possible proper photonraphs of the jars

badly illustrated in Kokalos. She and David were hero briefly

Thoy iiava millions of friends, such as the Minister of ? (Mr. ^

Zannotakis) whom I met at their house when he had lust been

released from Hounta incarceration. Do I did not see very

much of them. 8ho did ma^e gestures toward taking up her

article with me, but I urged her to stick to you, which she

soened happy to do. Dhe gave mo a very nice present, a jar

of jelly she had ^oade herself from wild American grapes. ?hey ' \
\

did come one evening for a drink at my place, i guess with

Katherine Bouton, the girl who has married my nephew Danny

Menaker, and was here getting up Arkhanes in Drete and the

^akellarakises. Katherine spent one night with Mary, then she

went to Crete, and on returning stayed in a hotel. Um. iVe

did see ^ite a lot of each other however. It suddenly

turned cold here, yesterday I guess, and 'lary has her feather

bed installed (one of your pillows, prbtocted). She got

rlbght in, last night, and hooame DOOTED.

Thank Mao for his note with useful references. I'm

glad to infer that you both YiiAlOCKTE dlZ TH Ziffl.



Athons, isaptenbar 9, UbO

Dear Barbara,

An of-'print I have received from i'elopatti, "L*attiv-

ita rielle Soprintendenea alia Antichlta della bicilia iiziaRtKiax
e

briental^t^," Kokalos , 1976"1977g pp,519—550, atatee
" ' 15

on p. 525 that throa p-^.phoraE on pi. IXXVI, hos. 15 - Iff, are

laabian. 1 arn wonriai-inp if your attention has boen called to

these, perhaps by Parttdi'ie '/ i'hey ai'e supposed to be oi
, ,

aroliaic and olassi^je ••oriods j. believe, t or me they jjjujs

fill out the Lesbian series v/ith something noro ooaplete

than 1 knew about r:)r the early period. It would ho nice

if you could see then, or, failing tViat, get some batter

photos. She doos not seen to make any statements about the

fabric (except to assign the jars to classes, li'̂ ie lesbian).

I hope you and Pavid und the ohildrin ai-s well, here

we have had what I found a bad aurniei, unusual heat Smat of

unusual duration. Since it got a bit cooler, I really feel

as if I ifht still do donething in this life, Agoi'a news

you may know: this year the actual digying was done by

American students, or students have done the same In Israel

and England, mayl^e other plaoes. They did not receive their

transportation from the US, but a modest per diem here. They

used the rooms of the Collego Year in Athens, which are free

in Bu.n-iar, i,e, .ot occupied. They worked very luird in tha

sun, and had lots o? esprit de corps (Includinr a sonr. and wSt

a T-snii*t), l-oslia bheur was very pleased, said thoy wort^A

better thm any team he had had, Kaal wo-jicmen ho re sre
A

ntuch more expensive, but also almost inpoc. ible to find •»

nobad|[SK%pbaaisflhdGQldtE^kijil'Mt whwlileogwadua"iy retirinp
jOc 1 1 ^ _

'lopy to i'',*'.iV,'%th eon



April 26, 1980

Prof. James RMcCredle,
Prof, of Classical Archaeology,
'"he Institute of Pine Arts,
P.Y. University,
1 E 78th Street,
New York

10026

Dear Mr McCredle,

T enclose a letter to Barbara CUnkenbeard
with 3 photographs to do with her I.esblan
article. Unfortunately, we don't aeem to have
her new address — could we ask you to send them
on to her?

Sorry to put yor. to this trouble.

Yours sincerely.

P '̂W Kathe son
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Dear Barbara,

It seems a long time since
and I have had In my possession
two photographs you may like to
taken by me in colour showing it
(M2 i^86, clearly not Lesbian but
see note on p« 11 of your draft
VCr, line 9), and a very nice one
by VG on the same trip to Rhodes
cide 01. 14.6's fate, and that you
move etc, to do some work on the

April 26, 1980

we talked about lesbian in Princeton,
for, I'm sorry to say, some time
have of '01 I4.6' (in Rhodes), one
next to a putative older brother
toery similar in style to 01 L|.6 —

of the article annotated by me for
of the stamp on the neck, taken

, June 1979. Hope they help to de-
've been finding time, despite the
Lesbian article.

I find a note in the file to say when writing that the catalogue
of Jars (Inventory numbers with article numbers) should not include
the old 01 numbers, though we assumed it should when we talked in
Princeton,

X am sorry not to have written sooner: I haven't been back to
Princeton recently, though T had some news of you (but not of th«
article,..) in a br'ef conversation with J. McOredie at the trade
conference in Philadelphia this fall — perhaps you too have been '
busy with other things.

Another trip to Rhodes, more capacity meaurements, more photo-!
graphing and recording of Rhodian, is about to take place when Mar
(n, brother) ,rrlv„ In May, and clearly the two months T have tore
this

from

for Instance) for the summer's excavation Inside the old mill
in search of ?Se ft"Herms, things at the Agora seem much as usual.

time are Roing to seem no Jionger than last spring's one.
' Idlearlng out the mending

Greetings also from VG,

Yours,

Aside
room,
on

of the

s fvuA.*- (< Wwj w tu pucu;^ ^
ADtW.t- vvueu PUO Sclea lln A«^cl W .
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'' TP <^>oj^._ J^.O.i_ oJr ll^jg 'T^lCiJiA/eWs - Cojvmj?^^ ^cx'-U

fWs.

*7tA-W.vAftt»^__C^_.ijl>A£^ lV^:^AV^ "ki„<N*eA^ Uo-VuptCvA-ve^t/Vv- ^C-Xl/^ ^UW WiLV^
J.oJ^^ wre <>. \mmvl£<£ ^:^Pvwe'«^lL'̂ ^(5^x_ aSod\Ak' uxmca^s A<i.p?ck c^ Wv
IAy^ciU • ,

_*2W Lc;^ "fc -uojAs WiUvT^ tfVv iliAs,
iL^kc, -VvcajiL _Qjcjcvce, Wma^ Wc^v. O-^U/y-SeJ)- JV. Wjl nCA/Ol

_

J^^9^iaJU 4aaW-- £^^ lAje <C\\nil P
^ cvxQX (tV^ t^cvrvv ^^iWtvx-tA ^ LcLwJio'S

AeJUc JputpUjeAX) O-i C? (.OftiW , , - -

^ 0:^_LfiS

-Q^^a.v£AAA^__ Uistu^ &a^lVt«AAJ;S ITu^^ttOv"^
i'T^2>-^^A<2Jk^^ Wwrv tS ^ 'll^<:xVos )av/^L 'tC>jz-'iAf
6^ ^XlJt>\z}\rck^Q.\/\ .

3) WA- ,5" •G^Kvoit^ ci[

^ UcN^ 5<:M^l^. (ocUUii^r&^VvLcdS^ td^exeu.<4LS GR^v^ Uj-
^ SvmLc fke Gat P-^c^dco-va seevu. Ir^V G>

0^ A (iLe9^uyvch)ve 5foj(aA/viu^V', BCt. c^ljsc^ «\scovvV' G aiCcQw^
a - 4(; (

.- ^icMAA^y ^ 52vifl. tu* ^

.- |c?z>W d^ 'As Ipcc^ WjfCour *4 iUu^ fiuTo. <7ujI'. T '̂̂ axaJUI
\/V\Ghfe C-W^ ^(AAftt&, A(rJl<i M^-UskvOvv (c,<^. Uj-vi-ssa

\PVAXcW>rt>^
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>cCu^ "3^ lAi2^<i2cC. •(o-Ut- ^ Hfi\ ..^tv\C4 _"H<Cjirv. "I. loiVe.-

\s2ajf9-- ^^V2)vv^ «JcNajiS iUof" Wa <u tN/^4tVv3iC Qx IfyvS. ftj^s

JMx tvv. ^ "^i^s Ivesfc aj(t O-pp^jvcu-M;^
Ccvua,H- Cv^ '̂5fepk^ oWtlr —t'e ^cltjs

^(KiSVv "fioL sfe^jvt^ dK f3tAA<5- JA/Va ex. "S^teurt
Wiiolouv^ ^cojcX^ ^ \f(r :• ovJ? C-%7-r:L7U^

5 ^^uy€vs 4t> Ct. U^ _V^xcU5/L>r.^^ Ŝ
„ W^ciUAtfix 4^(3? O^ ^(oAAAps CVa- _tC\. IAaCXK «aX U^X

aj(kicXji pe>A>o-!p^ o^v^S.ki^4r:^ U^^ioaxA^
1N1CV€. )^ »AAc5jUciltV^ jAAOrt l/VA-^7<TftAfX.ftcAA <*-(3cVvf~ f^u.

cupfjeaw dA. .

tkv axhiig ^/xxAA^d. Vaat^ o- j^O-^
Cv2>t^^5^wLv^h» waA^4^ 1^ *«t ^ dCJl Cl-y<4xAj

_JU_

Qy^ruXi MpN\'[>ixs OJiA.<Sl £M »AeAA.4t>A^ ^^^^.v^A.b«-VS
i) O-litziJ. Ucaaj t<^0cSVvijL ^ ^Vt ^^^i^V)A}u\cxJs JLcrv^tS^

Jfe ^^^^wArevv , <XvNil 1 '̂XA^s^kcil _



BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES. INC.. UPTON. L.I.. N.Y. 11973

\iOS

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY TEiiPHONE:(516) 345-4356

Mrs. David E. Clinkenbeard
940 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10028

Dear Mrs. Clinkenbeard:

June 24, 1975

1 ^ ^ ^

II 4. , SN) '"'ur

ZX-
The neutron activation results on the two Thaslan sherds you sent

here last November are enclosed. Both Alan Bleber and I have compared the / -''W\
results to the so-called "Lesbos manufactured" group with the following v - -.-.I

/1—v-x-—

results. Specimen BCDLX 1, a piece taken from a shoulder fragment of a
liesbos-type^ar_foundJ.n^ (I953 sondage; piece brought to Athens
Agora-)..^ is significantly different from the Lesbos group and from specimei^^"^
BCDLX 2, a piece from SS 11639 Thasian of Nuoian IV date (late 4th or
early 3rd BC). In contrast to this^specimen BCDLX 2 for all oxides
previously determined for the Lesbos'group, except thorium oxide, has
concentrations within. .95 percent, prpbability. of beloiifiing .tp, the Lesbos
group. These probabilities are calculated upon the basis of the Student
t statistic, as the number of specimens constituting the Lesbos group is
small. The thorium oxide deviation is not greatly outside of the 95 per

Jt"

cent limits and the spread of thorium in the Lesbos group looks unusually
narrow't'bossibly reflecting a statistically unusual closeness arising

<p>rt>v-y

from i^e- small number of specimens. Therefore, although the BCDLX 2
concentrations do not agree closely with the mean values of the Lesbos-
manufactured" group, they do not deviate significantly from them. This
would seem to indicate that this specimen could well have come rrom the .

source as the Lesbos group specimens. The fact that BCDLX 1 does not
roatch the others in composition could, of course, indicate another source
but also could have been the result of an accidental local variation. We '
should guard against trying to infer too much from this relatively small
group of analyses.

We very much hope these data will be helpful to you, and the fact that
the two specimens are dissimilar to each other is not too disturbing.
Concentration plots for the two specimens and for the Lesbos group are d.
enclosed. They can be most readily compared by superposition over a light ~Tt- tJJL,
source.

EVS:dp

With best regards.

Edward V. Sayre
Senior Chemist

INFORMATION OPERATOR |516| 345-2123

r

j yt- ^ L^erir—~



Dr. Edward V. Sayre
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, Lona: Island, New York

Dear Doctor Sayret

940 Park Avenue
New York, New York
10028

November I5, 1974

Enclosed ara the two Thasian sherds to be submitted to neutron
activation that we discussed over the phone. They were given to me by
Virginia Grace at the Athenian Agora on August 6, 1974 and wore de
scribed by her as follows1

1) Piece taken from shoulder fragment of Lesbian-type Jar
found in Thasos (1953 sondagej piece brou^t to Athens Agora).

-3) Pieco from 83 II639 Thasian of \^u' lan |̂p>. (late 4th or early Jrd B.C.)

I have the results of the earlier teats on the Lesbgez Group 1
done in November of 1972 and hope that the results on the two new
sherds will correlate a0 with the original findings, or b) with each
other and not with the original findings. 1 certainly would appreciate
a professional opinion on both the results and correlations, however.

you for making these tests possible , and I hope that their
results will be of use to you in your work.

Sincerely yours.



\l.oi

November 3rdf I978

Dear Barbara^

I don't aee much point in apologising for the Canadian

post office anymore, but it is annoying not to have got your

latter In time to try, at least, to arrange to meet in October.

I hope we can manage this better next time I come down (April

or May ? or perhaps sooner. Let me know if there there are

times to be avoided at your end.)

Mlas 0raoe and I were both pleased when your lettdr finally
arrived here, and glad that you are working on a revision of the

article. We have dlscusaed It a good deal today end yesterday
and the result Is the enclosed sheets of more commentary and

emendation.... I hope they help.

As for the birdseed, which I had not realised was youra

wh.n I .0 klnaiT Inforaed you of your own w.asurem.nt.. It appar-
antXy produoad ailca and/or maggots and was oondamwd. Mac won
no favour with Spyro by buying mora and waa nada al.o to provld,
garbag. pall, m which to keap It. compl.t. with padXooka; thay
aaam to ba using atyrofoam moatXy now ,„d got o Xot of Koan dona
for ma Xast aummar. I don't know althar how usefuX auch meaaupa-
manta wlXX ba, bayond indicating a ganaraX trand within a sepla,s
Mao thinks if ha gsta anough ha oan do aoma alatlatioaX anaXyaia
on th. aoouraoy of th. mathod. and m.k. Judgmanta about abaolut.
vaXua, for atandard maaauraa on tha baaia of that! I ahaXX Xook
forward to aaatng thi. m action whan ha g.ta around to it.
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^ page 5 of the footnotes in her copy of the draught of your article

4'

(2./'2.

— 2 ••

<•! aeo that my ^uery about the Thaslan fragments for

analysis sounds as if they belonged in your present article;

we did realise that they ere part of future research (even If
- . V

• . 1I had which fragments a bit muddled -- I take it that they are
a

1) from a sherd of Leebtan-looklng (earmarked) pot found on Thasos

in 1953* end 2) from a handle from the Agora, SS 11639)* and an

important part* so would be interested to know If you haye yet

had any results from analysis of them#

To Include in this present article a figure with stamps
not

and incised letters all illustrated is perhaps tos really helpful

X

•-'i

(VG thinks they don't really get you anywhere) but they should

all be Identified by inventory or publication number in a list

somevjhere in the article. We have identified the following:

Agora SS 10289 incised new na ? = old 01, 31^

' SS IO23U olnochoe " old 01, 39
. Korameikos 1338 Incised i • ®old 01. 33

We have not found Lesbian stamps with the omega or MA monogram; they

should be added if you are sure they belong. What are they?

(vQ finds that she has still no copy of your MA thesis, not
even a draught (except for the plates). Could you send her one

sometime?^ And I am ashamed to admit that I have somehow mislaid

(at least it doesn't seem to be with what I sent back to her last

sunwier). Could you supply alfho-a photocopy of that page for the

file here?

Please don't be discouraged about the Toronto address; it does

work moat of the time, I'll look forward to hearing from you

after I get back there, preferebly with more manuscript!

Yours•
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More emendations.••

Text

p.

$•51

p. 6

(Instead of ray previous suggestions for linos 6 to 5)
linos 7-8 s "where the wine god Dionysus was wgrshlpped, and
appeared onMethyrana's oolns In Imperial times •"

I didn't realise before that Wroth says this about wine
being chiefly produced at Methyrana, Not sure his Vlrgiyand
Ovid passages prove any more than that wine was abundantly
produced there.,..

, lAX <vet /
Footnote 28>/K Catalogue of the Greek Coins in the British Museum,

Coins of ffroas, Aeolls and Lesbos» WarwloirMriWte'h-r'E'ondQn
28^

'Greek

TBWT "p. Ixxvl /

lines 2-3 Well, actually she accepts Grace's identification, which
was made on the basis of clay similarity, because grey ware was
wide-spread in the Mediterranean but not in the Black Sea area,
so her own idea that these Jai's might belong to the group of
Bosporus wares (also baaed on clay .similarity...) was less con
vincing. Suggest

"with pottery wares of Lesbos, her agreement baaed on
similarity of clay and the fact that these Jars are more
commonly ffund In the Mediterranean area than in the
Bosporus.^ "

Text
p. i line 6 Suggest "Black Sea In an early "iJth century BG stratum

covering thehgemains of a building destroyed at the end of the
6th century. "

Footnote ^6 Zeest o£. Git, p. 73
There ls"Vproblem about this,

of Zeest in the file here (p. 73) »aya
at the end of the tJth c. BC'. However
to say 'at the beginning of the 5th c.
still embryonic, but this seowa pretty
given here in your MS (p. 7k» Pl* lUf
not yet translated, where your Cl. 15
suppose you'll really need to hare this done until you get to
the more complete study. n«>*rv-mVAc c(^cp» i/voV W(tVa Wvt/

in that the translation
the stratum 'was formed
the Russian aeema to me
BC» (my Russian la, alas,
clear..,). The reference
9a) is In the next section,

is discussed, but I don't

Te xt
p; 11 lines 5-9i even If these stamps are not to be shown, full reference

to the objects bearing them should be made here or In a footnote
(see accompanying letter).

Footnote 55 The coins on the Plates referred to do not illustrate
any monograms'̂ (being bull , 2 bulls At , and bull nXr\ ),
There does seem to be a bronza issue with a stamp (p, I9j|i,

120), but In any case the jar in Rhodas with a similar mono.no
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More emendations... (cont'd) il.lx.78

gram appears now not to belong to your series (Gl./U^ ii6). See note
following on lines 9-12 and fn. 96.

"Pext
lines 9-12 : Omit? In fact the ^ Catalogue gives lots of monoc-rams

®2i "yrobols for Lesbian coins (see particularly pp. I76-I8I and184-198 for Methymna and Mytll.n.)ryou might Jant to giw
examples of wlne-rclated devices (grapes, oinochoe etc, even
'aijiphora', though the only one illustrated looks rather Panathenalc)

Footnote 96: Omit?

o. 3 lAXA<Cib.( atf. T (o-SV (a.i4> 0 <F ' C n n
^

' Set ?la k.

•srf •

• . .• •«.'
5

f '•

I.

•' • . fc '

V *'• .V

'f: 1.! i;

i
1 ^'V
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940 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10028
October 24, 1978

Mrs. Philippa M.W.Matheson
c/0 American School of Classical Studies
54 Souidias Street
Athens, Greece

Dear Mrs. Matheson,

The enclosed letter and envelope should explain why
you failed to hear from me while you were in Princeton.
When I didn't hear from you, I naturally assumed that your
plans had changed, so was shocked when iny letter came back.
A call to the McCredieS for the StillwellS number, then to
Professor Stillwell didn't solve the mystery of why theletter

• •.came back(the address is correct,
learn that you had come~and gone!

isn't it?), but I did

Perhaps it's just as well; I've done very little work
on the manuscript since writing to you. My new job as art
lecturer for a tour and lecture company here in N.Y. has
taken about twice as much time as I expected (typical!),
and there have been a great number of family demands recently,
I do forsee a break in November, however,so perhaps by the
time you return I will have something to send to you.

Do you have any other suggestion? Will you be comina
home via New York, by any chance? If so, pleaL le? m^
know and we can make definite plans to g4t togethe? I will
wait to hear from you - and will keep working!

My best to all at the Agora.

Yours sincerely.

Mrs. David E. Clinkenbeard
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'' Copper Island,
Desbarwits, Ontario
FOR 1E0

July 5th, 1978

Mrs« David E. Clinkenbeard,
9^0 Park Avenue,
Nev; York,
K.Y. 10028

Dear Mrs. Clinkenbeurd,

Though I havd hoard a good deal about you (from Miss Grace and

Carolyn Koehlor, among others) and your amphora activities, we have

not, I think, met; I hope you are not too ajjpalled ut my having a

hand in some editorial work on your ILS for IlesT'sria. I have certainly
learned a good deal from reading it and working on it.

I enclose a photocopy of Miss Grace's copy (which I am returning
to her) with pencil annotations. Occasionally original brief notes
show through sufficiently on the xerox not to need amplification —

these lire Miss Grace's, and the vast aa;jority of substantive comments

are hers in origin. She did not have time to check footnote references

and I h. vc discovered that the University of Toronto library could not

provide no with Zeest, the BM Catalogue of Greek Coins, BlUmner, the
Loeb Galen (I), or the atlas of Muncoll you cite, so I haven't been
abl/o to chock those yet.

I am .1 little worried about a tendency in ycui' article to suggest
that Lamb's discovery of »a full bucchoro period' (a phrase, by the way,
which I have not seen in the things of here I looked up) on Lesbos proves
th^it all iieolic bucchero was manufactured in Lesbos. It i/ould help
if she believed this, and of course she may, but she seems careful^ not
to say so. (see pencil note p. 16), She mentions 'other Aeolic sites'
in addition to Lesbos as producers of bucchero (JrlS 52, I932 p. l), and
she }ublishes natci'iiil from Lariasa to illustrate iiaterial from Lesbos
without saying that it is Lesbian in origin (op. cit.pp. 9 and 11), it
therefore.seems unwise to say any'~v/here th-t Lamb considers 'that

liXZZKszxsixsx Lesbos was the source of eolic bucchero' (p. 5) or that

the bucchero from Larissa 'is considered by Miss Lamb to be Lesbian'
(p. 16). I have marked some other places of this sort, and wonder if
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it would not be oufer to make the whole rxrEuhont run oore on the linen=
.Of the places where .eolic bucehero has been found, Lesbos is the
„3t i,iuort,ant and the ono uhioU shows the greatest aiBilarity in the
atyio of its local ware to the eray amrhoras' (is this true?)) in
I„V case it is a bit odd to illustrate fragaents from Larir.sa to show
stylistic features of Lesbian buochero _to pro,^ that the^.ay amphoras
are Lesbian unless you can show how they are related. -.H this from
re. 16-17 and accoapanylng gl.,te. If you agree that usable evidonoo
dUsn't really exist to show that aeolic bucohero in general (and in
particular that from Larissa) came from Lesbos, there may be a number
of things which oould bo ro-phrased, specially if, as I fear, the
other emendations (euen if you don't accept then all) will mean quite
a lot of re-typing, .

The most recent "csporia style sheet wants Greeh names kept in
Greek spelling unless they ^re very common in another, and ..rabxc
numerals for volumes of periodicals, so I h ve kept an eye out for
these. Also made sUGGOstions for making the verse -uotations more
consistent (with a ^lash to mark lino divisions xkxx e.g.)

In the course of the article you h-ve occasion to mention a
number of anplioraa you are not really publishing (e.G- P-S 'some
3how evidence of a black wash' and 'later fractic^nals' on p. 10),
but their existence ek Id perhaps be documented (in a footnote, say)
vith inventory numbers where applicable. One group of these is the ones,

no. 7, v/hich bear stamps or incised lettofs. VG sugpsts
you Should Show all of these in ficnro s well as giving ^numbers and
deposit numbers (see pp. 8 and 11)

You mention a 3rd amphora found with intissa Aand Bby Lamb.
Would it not be a good idea to say something about what 'Antiasa C•
(?) is like?

Various things about capacities of amphorae (which ray brothef,
MB. Wallace/, has been working on for his own purposes — i.e.

f.rt"blish changes in stand rds frora st ite to state andtrying to est-unBu
period to period): while jars certainly get n.arrower as they get
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taller , their capacities do not soom to reaain even-relatively
constant- (p. 9) over a long time span. The decrees i^hich v;e knov;
about did presumably regulate standards from time to time, but we
do not know how long any given decree was in force. Capacities
have been taken for two of the jars you mention: no. 0 „as done with
barley in 195^ and no. 8 (ker HS I63) with birdseed in July I975.
Mo. the -fractional- was also done in July 1975 with birdseed^
(see Catalogue under each item), and there is also a water^measure
ment for VG 2171>is of 5.700 1. We could easily arrange to have
capacities of other Lesbian jars done (at least Agora ones) ~
my brother is collecting information on all sorts and descriptions and
commissions students at the school to spend afternoons pouring birdseed
or styrofoam pellets into amphoras - if you wanted to give me a list,
and i,fithout quite a lot of raeasuremonts it would be hard to draw any

concluoions (even with ...,) Both Carolyn Koehler and Mrs Will
are reported to be having capacities appendices ii^heir forthcoming
works, perhaps a more detailed publication of Lesbian could include
something si ilar And perhaps you will therefor not want to include
them in the present MS.

About the resulte of olay analysio: V8 uondoro about the red
Loobtan fragaehta found on Ihaeoe that were taken for analysla. one
a rattail body fragaont and one a handle froa 'dondaae 1953>? I take
at these are not the same an II 11 and 11 22 on the computer prlntoutJ

en. and LH 17 do not appoar 4n your lint on p. 19, m eano, the
onen Which are not dincunnod in the article nhould be onitted fron the
printout riate, or nonethlne nhould bo naid in tho text to explain
then. And LT 17 appearn in tho lint but not in the printout).

propon, laie Antoinette llennard from the Ecole Franeaine in
Home came to see VG whn« T ^While I was there: she has been working on Koan
and pneude-Koan (nontly froo Ontia) and ban done neutron npectuEra„hic
nna ynin on different partn of the nane Jar to noe if they cone ou II
n„ne. and found no difference between the handles and the rent of the ,ar.
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In the Cc'italogue, mc-asureoents given should all be in the sarae

order, preferably v/ith spaces left for the ones that are missing,

(see Cat. no. 1) I found TD, and specially LW, momentarily puzaling

— if you think anyone else might, hov; v;ould you felJl about Dtoe

and Wlip? Or is there some convention aibout this? It vfould be nice

to standardise these abbreviations someday, (VJe are using H, Depth,

Dmax (or D), Hatoax (or HD), Uneck, Dneck for the file of capacities)

For the Plates, Hesperia sets the captions separately. I have

lettdredjthe Plates A,6,C,D,and Eand added a caption list on the last
page of the Catalogue, though this should be typed up separatoly.

Of course, the lettering is only for reference and will bo different

in the final version, and you may decide that it v/ould be better to

keep the captions arranged with the Plates (instead of adding niimbors

as I have done), but I think all the details should be given. The

profiles Hate is a bit hard to follov/ when you are comparing the ehaj es

by date, so v;e have suggested re-arranging it to match the photographs
Plate.

I am sending a typed-u'p copy of all the emendations pencilled in

on your xerox to VG along with her xerox copy, so that she can object

if I h'.ve exceeded my brief or misintorproted things.. I expect to

bo in Princeton probably in the first or second week of October,

and shall then be off to Greece around the 15th. I should be glad to

discuss it v;ith you if it' would be useful and/or deliver a final

version to Marian Mc, lister (whom I may be talking to also about Kos);

in any case I shall look forward to meeting you (either in Kev/ York

or in Princeton,, and '..'ill let you know more exact dates when I have

them.

If, of course, you Jar ve time between then and nov/ to work on it

— I an sorry for my part in the delay. I only hope you will find this

more helpful than irrita^i/ae,,,^.,,
/• !> . /

' '

Yours ^llnce^ifely,
r- ^ '

if a;.
Philippa/J^^ ^.theson

i

/ i '
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' rj^ LESBIAN AMPHORAS B. Clinkenbeard
emendations (PMWM) j^ly

P« ^ Both Vg and I found the first para difficult. The version
suggested instead is purely tentative... See overleaf.

(11. 1-12) Despite the great progress which has been made in
the identification and stjidy of ancient wine and storage
amphoras, there remain a good many jars and fragments as
yet unattributable to an individual exporting state.
In addition, there are states which must have exported wine
in some quantity, but for which we have insufficient evidence
to permit attribution of particular jars.

This has been the problem with the island of Lesbos.
Abundant

p. 2 (1. 1) a shipload of omit. Gk says oinon

(1. 4) comic omit? A^hestrotos theoretically 'epicus'

(1. Id) Glearchus Klearchos

(l. 12) Eubulus Euboulos

(!• 13) ^hilyllius Philyllios

(1. l4) Archestratus Archestratos

(31. l8-2l) all of these.....of jar finds .'/ell.. .they don't all mention
all Uiree other wines — it is Kratinos, who hasn't been
mentioned yet, who talks of Mendean. The phrasing of the end
of the sentence seemed a bit difficult.

mention of Thasian,^ Chian and Mendean wines occurs in
these and other 5th and 4th century authors in the same
context, and that it has been possible to identify actual
jars of appropriate date

(1. 22) Papyrus records show that i papyrus record of a note written by

(1. 23) imported Lesbian wines shows that Lesbian wine was shipped
to Egypt

(11» 22—24) The Zenon who did the actual shipping worked in Rhodes
and was the brother of the donor of the shipment. Rostovtzeff p.220-221

(1. 24) B.C.''^ Leucas.^^

(1. 25) Erasistratus Erasistratos
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p. 3 (1. 18) the Knidian and Chian other wines

(1. 20) and that by comparison i-nd quotes Archestratos as saying thhfe by
comparison

(11. 22-27) omit It is only stamped jars of Knidos that begin in the
3rd century BG: no doubt Knidian v/ine was known before that date.
Also VG no longer believes the passage from Stamped Amphora
Handles (fn 25). In any case it doesn't seem possible to prove
much here, and it could perhaps be left out without affecting
your main point, that it was good wine knovm over a considerable
period of time.

p. 'f ((11. ^-6) reference to how we can know this?

(11. 6-8) reference? The coins only show a. connection betw. Methymna
and Dionysos, not that it was the chief kxhk Lesbian wine-producing
state. Surely Hytilene is more often mentioned?

(1. 8) another Athenaeus reference to also a reference in Athenaeus

(11. $-12) And....considered here. And a ps^udo-Aristotelean
reference of the early 3rd century B.C. tells us of trade
carried on by Pontic merchants in Lesbian wine.

(1, 13) however omit

(1. 15) expectations...not unusual it is not unreasonable to expect
that a special type of amphora, identifiable as Lesbian, was used
for the transport of this commodity.

(1. 16) The first Miss Grace informs me that the fiist

(1. 17) was mentioned came from

(1. 20) The Lesbian origin of Aeolic bucchero ?too strong? Its origin
could be said to be Troy VI (and earlier) (Lamb JHS 52 p. 1)
How about "Lesbos, as the chief site of manufacture of Aeolic
bucchero, was est:;bliBhed..."?

(11. 2^-25-i p. 5 !• 1) These findings were .....pieces of Rhodes.
BBhlau and Schefold take Lamb's description of the classification
and scope of bucchero as a bas^is for their discussion of local
gray ware from Larissa; Bbhlau has also found pieces of gray
ware on Rhodes

(1. 25) 1 take it 'assumptions' refers to the Larissa article — why
not mention it here?
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p. 5 (1. 3) Aeolic dialect. Aeolic dialect.

(1. 7) proof that Lesbos was the source of Aeolic bucchero not the
source of all Aeolic bucchero — she mentions the NW corneT"
of Asia Minor too — only of that found in Naukratis

(1. 8) because ; Lamb doesn't actually use the arguments about
the founding of Naukratis, flnly the letter forms. Safer to omit
the 'because'?

(1. 14) as the place as the major place Bbhlau talks of local Larissa
gray v/are — I doubt if he would agree that it v/as made in Lesbos.

(1. 19-21) In reference notes....Virginia Grace notes There are a number
of gray wane jars among the lai'ge collection of wane rand storage
storage amphoras being studied by Virginia Grace in the Stoa of
Attalos in the Athenian Agora. On August 29. 1952, Miss Grace
noted

p. 6 (1. 11) a connection..,.amphora class the conclusion that the
" S^&y amphoras were in fact also manufactured there.

(11 21-22) and is one...at this time omit

d- earliest...excavated The earliest gray amphora fragments
were excavated

(11, 24-26) This corresponds....Old Smyrna, Cook wrote; Lamb's
studies show that bucch^^o w re was being produced on the island
of Lesbos at ohis date, and a .M. Cook writes, concernine"

the finds at Old Smyrna:

p. 7 (!• 2) center centre gray grey

(1. 10^11) group of red examples... well fills, group (§) of smaller
w^-^^5|ound together in a well under a gutter

of the Stoa of Attalos; ' gray varieties came also mainly from well
lu t better to rephrase altogether, e.g. "Most ofthese y.ars c me from wells, with a sizeable group (5) of smaller
red examples al.. being ^gund together in a well under the gutter
of the oto- of Attalos.

(11 13-16) Examples were found... as 1961 1shouldn«t there be feferences
to these finds?

(11. 18-19) encourage...represent have identified them as
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(p. 8)

(1. flat flattened

(1. 16) a black wash Heference? Should s.iy which ones show this,
even if they are not ones you are publishing.

(11. I5-I9) •? Reference to discussion of effect of firing on color,
e.g. "(See belov'̂ p. 11)"

(11. 19-21) These should be listed with inventory numbers, either here
or on p. 11 with reference here

(1. 21) This method of stamping had been Stamping on the neck is

(11. 23-2if) the second smaller by definite proportions to the first
and considered fractionalhe smaller ones considered findcjE
omit — unless there is some proof of this? Capa.cities have

iiix been taken for nos. k, 7 and 8, but not for 2.

p.

p. 9 (1. 2) What about Antissa "A"? and no. 6 being possibly fractional
—— (p. 10). Better to say "some small jars" or "small jars are often

fired red" cf. VG in Boulter article Hesperia 12.2 1955 p. 10^

(1. 14-) having increased being in length during that time span taller.

(1, 16-17) increases....manufacture has a height of .8l^m, nearly .O^m
taller than NO. 2; its date is

(1. 18) have lengthened a total of are since the manufacture of
longer than those of

(11. 24-27) Assuming....in height. Omit Not what VG says, and the
capacities are not at all constant as far as we know (e.g. 8txx
7 = 22.870 1 and 8 = 17.529 1) I've added these and NO. 4
(14.050 1) to your catalogue, but see letter

p. 10 (1. 2) later fractionals Include reference to some actually
•— existing later fractionals with "not here published"

(1, 13) perhaps No. 6 as well, this would not fit with the statement
that fractionals are invariably red $p. 9 top) until after 525 BC

(1. 23 ff.) Reference to discussion of significance of flat base e.g.
"(See below p. )"see pencil note p. 14

1^.0^



p. 11 (11. 2-3) a definite pattern of...,in the gray amphoras, shape
—- "variation in the gray amihoras gives us some indication of

a chronological senuence for the series,

(1. 5 ff) Nor do the few stamps It would be a good idea to illustrate
all the stamps in a separate fig. here (perhaps including the
incised £i and sigma), giving inventory nos. and some deposit
reference

(1. 6) stamps add much; stamps add much (see fig. );

(1. 9) ma and MY one with MY (old Cl. ^6) has been dropped as Lesbian ?
of. print of a similar one from oikodome chiotache M2-^86 in
Rhodes — of which you have a print from VG Aug. 5 1975 (?)

p. 12 (1.6) "a full bucchero period" a full bucchero period Omit
• ' quotation marks — this phrase doesn't occur in ref. 35

soraev/here else in Lamb's v/orks perhaps?

p. 13 (1. 15) "roll handle^ttachment of a kjciizzx (?) hydria" '̂̂

"rolled handle-attachment of a (?) hydria

(1. 16) that "seemed to...centurythat seemed "to...century,

(1. 22) described at described as

p. 16 (1. 7) the HKx "one gray and ungolished, partially concealed by
the wall" in a Plate photograph. "grey and unpolished," and,
in her published photograph, "partly concealed by the wall." '

(bottom of page) (see also pencil note p. 16) Do you think that No. 1
had a flat bottom like amphora A? There shou.d be some discussion
here (or on p. 15) of the jossibility that peg-tipped jars are a
development from flat-based ones, even if only to say that, though
the sequence of Antissa A and B, through no. 2 to 5 to 7and 8 might
suggest this, it seems inlikely since no other series shows it, at
least of com;a.rable date (is this true?). Or do you v/ant to keep
A and B separate from the series? It wd be important if you thought
peg-tips ever came from original flat-based ones.

p. 15 (1. 11) flat flattened

(11. 12-14) One handle... potter'a mark,*^^ But Lamb says the 4
"reversed lambda" marks "looking like a potter's mark " were o*n a
panel on the shoulder ?????

(1. 21) not nor
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p. 16 (1. 6) periods period/^

(end 1st para) No. 1 in amphora series coui^n't belong to Antissa
A class? (see pencil note p. 1^)

(1. 17) gunmetal" gun-metal"

(1. 18) grey, sometimes grey, but sometimes

(1. 19) "grey-washed" "enhanced by a grey wash" "mica present
"mica...present

(1. 20) quantities," quantity."

(1. 2^) adhered riade to adhere vessel,?? (see pencil note fn 75)

(!• 26) considered by Miss Lamb to be Lesbian,No. She says specifically
1932 p. 5 "we cannot yet either accept or ignore the claims

of other centres to have produced their own bucchero," and, in the
passage you are citing, that the Larissa examples show the same
motive as the Lesbos examples "in another ware". I cannot find
anywhere where she says she thinks other bucchero is Lesbian.

(11. 26 ff)? Suggest reconsidering this argument

(1. 28) protrude from the vessels

p« 17 (1. 3) (see NOS, 8, (see from Larissa NOS. 8,

(1. 4) NO, 12, from Methymna NO, 12,

(!• 21) blunt gray toes, and neck blunt gray toes, pieces showing the
rattail and

p, 18 (11 3-^) ref,?

(1, 7) "omades" Gk word — should be in italics?

(1, 1A-) which would,,, ifeo B.C. Omit? On p, 8 you show that NO. if
dated in the catalogue 520-if9G BC, has this bombe neck

(1, 23) four sherds Only 3 pieces seem to have been tested, and only
2 api:ear in the printout

P» T9 (1, 7) wares,clays-.

(11, 11 ff) Should give inventory numbers ? Are these pieces from whole
jars?

'1
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p. 19 (cont'd) (1. 18) LT 17 Omit? This does not appear on computer
'' printout? ^

P* ''O) LT 17 This is not given on the sheet of results
LM 17 ????

ff

(1. 12) While LM I8 from Methymna.,.questionable basis LM I8 per
haps it is included as Lesbian^ despite low Sb, on the basis of
other correspondences in clay content? (See pencil note p. 23)

p. 22 (1. 13) (see note 82) note 81?

p^__23 (1. 9 ff) but LM 21 has a higher Sb content than LM I8 which
~ you say is close enough to be added to the Lesbos group p. 21 ??

(1. 16) hopefully it is hoped? Or just finish after "is still under
way". ?

(bottom) Where are the results of the Thasian pieces?

FOOTNOTES

omit?

2) The Geography of Strabo...1917-33 following Hesperia style sheet
(you don't actually quote the translation)

Charaxus Gharaxos

3) Loeb Editions Loeb Classical Library p. I8I ? London and Cambridge,
Mass. 1961. Introduction p. viii. Different editions -- but
perhaps it's the same page in the 1927 edition?

4) Liddell and Scott No need to ipclude this?

5) pomatos/ouk phesin Alexis omit?

6) Lesbiou/poion enthade */ hos polin/kan

7) Lesbios, /hon phesin Klearchos. omit?

9) 5) Ibid., 1.2# Log, c.it. Ephippos omit? Lesbion.../ ekpinetai/agan

8) #) Ibid., 1.2# Loc cit. Euboulos omit? Thasion e Chion labon/ e LBsbion
bet ter to include whole quotation? ~ '

10) Phesin de Philyllios hoti omit? sapron. / Thasion.

11) Archestratou omit? phorounta/oipon anthei/pinein

12) dokesei/ouk
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13) and 1370 and vol. Ill, p. 1370

14) trans, by.... 1938-56, omit

15) = Antholop:ia Graeca, ed. F. Jacobs, Lipsiae, iBl^f vol. II rv. xi 54
p.329. Might be good to quote in Greek? ' * '

18) 1925, p. 2118; 1925, Band 12 p. 2118

19) Mitylenaioi ton par'...

23) gennaios, .../all' ouden t' (omit t') tall'

24) Hm±k omit?

25) omit see p. 3

27) Ibid.. XIII. 598

29) a-b: In a passage... .some kind of cup; mentions a lesbiofa kind
of cup (poteriou eidos) and quotes an epigram of Hedylus 2OO BC)
as illustration:

This sounds as if •ou believed it a cuplf and as though the Epigrams
by Hedylus was a separate publication

better to quote this in Greek?

30) The Gulick translation...interpretation of the term. VG not happy
with this; see suggested version overleaf

30) hoc. cit. Gulick, in his note on this passage (see note 3) prefers
Kaibel's interpretation of the word, that the lesbion was
filled with ointment, the prize of her victory." The fact th"t a
small amphora of variegated glass, in a shape that could well be
patterned af;^er that of Lesbian amphora, was found at Antiggg.
in Lesbos (BS/: 32, 1931-1932 Fig. I3 no. 1) tends to support this
interpretation; V. Grace notes that a number of little glass amphoras
have been found, of one of which she has a photograph. M. BlUmner.. etr
connations connotations ***

32) See below, note 38 See VG letter May 4, I978

33) XXXI 31 XXXII 32

34) "Grey Wares of Lesbos," "Grey W^res from Lesbos," JHS, JHS 52,

35) XXXI 31 "full bucchero period" omit quotation marks as this
phrase not used in this place

JHS, 1932 to end JHS 52, 1932. p. 2-3: "the 'archaic' examples
belong to the seventh century:f?(x and sixth, probably first half"

36) Johannes J. II, Berlin ? should be "Band III: Die Kleinfunr^s
JHS X JHS 10 pp. 126, 128 pp. 126-128.
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37) JHS 52 XXXI 31

ifO) XLIX ^9

hZ) (k60-kk0 B.C.) omit Hesperia 22,

kk) See above, note 35«

k^^xkx
kk) 45) LXXIII 75
45) omit
1

XX

46a) The finds from this well are to be published by Sally Roberts
(or something like this — some reference should be made. See VG
letter May 4, 1978)

48) Give full ref. here if fn 25 to be omitted

50) Place of publication?

51) note 21 with p. 37, n. 21

53) omit

54) omit

55) in light of ensuing research does this mean "since Lamb has found
bucchero on Lesbos"? corroborating superimposed letters does this
mean "no similar stamps hnve been found"? Sorry U of T
doesn't have this...

57) should give inventory numbers of these jars? Archaeology 12,
^ 68, AJA62 pp. 163-175 pp 165-173

63) Hesperia XL Hesperia 40

61) Hephaestus Hephaistos

64) XXXI, p. 171 31, pp. 171-172

66) Dr. Professor?

74) of from JHS 52

75) ? This only says that handles w. disks were commoS "in bronze vases
as well * Walters , p, 359) does say more about pottery
imitating metal techniques, but not about this ware in particular

79) p- 52 p. 252

84) Is this out yet?
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PLATES (see list of captions)

Plate B The arrangement of the photographs on the other plate is
much easier to follow, and the 2 plates should be the same. 0ould
this be rearranged to match?

Plate G Amphora "A" 1 Amphora "B" 2 1 (Omas k^-k2) 3 2 (Omas 32) k
3 (Omas 6^) 3 ^ (Omas 32) 6

Plate a Rattail 1 $under 7,8,11,16) 2 (under the rest) 3

Plate E LI 11, LI 22, LM 17, These are not listed on page 19
(Possibly LM 1? is real y the LT 1? you describe on p. 19?)

CATALOGUE

(1 1^)
and further details can be found in the Kerameikos reports not a publication?

does Miss Knigge approve?

NO 1) PH e.l89 m HH 0.I3 m
D HD 0.032 m
NH 0.119 m TD
ND LW

Make order standard for all, and leave gaps for missing measurements?

NO #) Capacity: 14.050 1

NO 7) Qapacity; 22.070
(l^st line) stamp letter TT (see fig. )

NO 8) Capacity: I7.529 1

Amphora A HH: .10 m ?p. 14 gives NH as .099 m
(last line) XXXI 31 Plate pi.

Amphora B (Inst line) XXXI 3!

Sherd Photograph No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3 Omas italics?
II II II ilf II II

.. io

CAPTIONS FOR PLATES ^
Plate A Lesbian Amphoras iJfci (1:10) „

Plate B Lesbian Amphoras; profiles. Public tion drawings by Helen
Besi from pencil originals by B. Clinkenbeard (1:10)

Plate C Amphoras from Antissa (1:10) ???: 1. Amphora "A"; 2. Amphora "B"
Mytilene finds (scale?) : 3. Omas 41-42; 4. Omas 32; 5. Omas 64-
6. Omas 32• ~ '
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CAPTIONS FOR PLATES (Cent'd)

Plate D 1. Rattail (P24876) (where does this photo come from?) 2. From
V/. Lamb, "Grey V/ares from Lesbos" JHS 52, 1932, p. 10 fio-. Zf
nos. 7 (from Pyrrha), 8, 11, and iTTfrom Larissa). 3. "From V/. Lamb
°P* cib. p. 6, fig. 2, nos 8-12, 15 (from Methymna). '

Plate E Neutron Activation Computer Printout; Brookhaven National
Laboratory, Long Island, New York.

Ci- - SpcmetchniA.

(^11. It-is") sfucft^ <- pUsfedjPfV tfvoir tu Sa.vwe fc> pu.tUsC^
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LESBIAN WINE AND STORAGE AMPHORAS: A VERIFICATION OF ORIGIN

At any given time in any storeroom or other repository connected with ^

archaeological exploration in the Mediterranean area, numbers of wine and /

storage amphora fragments, whether pieces, restored jars or whole jars,

none bearing identification or comparing with other known amphora classes,

\s1t carefully catalogued and preserved in hopes that future discovery or C.

scholarship will shed light on their origins. It is hoped that new develop

mental patterns may be discovered that will associate them with other

known amphora classes, or that new information, whether from new finds and

excavations or from connection with known historical sources, may prompt

the recognition of new amphora classes.

The theory that new or unidentified classes of amphoras exist is supported

by the dilemma concerning the island of Lesbos. Abundant literary and

historical references are available that testify to the excellence, size,

and lengthy history of the Lesbos wine industry, yet no wine amphora re

mains have been found either on the island or elsewhere that are readily

attributable to Lesbian origin. If Lesbos is to be compared with other

islands and cities with comparable wine industries, the following refer

ences indicate that amphora manufacture must have been in operation on

Lesbos as it was in these other areas. Blumner states that the significant

export of Lesbian wine indicated by these texts assumes the existence of

a heavy industry in pottery on the island.^

LITERARY REFERENCES

The references to Lesbian wine cover a wide chronological range —from
Archaic Greek to Roman times. The earliest is referred to by Strabo, who
records that In the 7th century B.C.. Sappho's brother Charaxus exported

L-'"*

V.
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a shipload^f wine from Lesbos as far as Naukratis in Egypt.2 Then

Athenaeus, who lived and wrote in Naukratis at the end of the 2nd and the

beginning of the 3rd century A.D.^, lists in his Deiphosophists, references

made to Lesbian wines by comic poets of the 5th and 4th centuries B.C. and

later.4 Athenaeus quotes Alexis as saying that there was "not another wine

pleasanter to drink" than Lesbian.^ Alexis continues by making an allusion

to the payment of duty, saying that Bacchus was kind because all Naukratites

importing Lesbian wine could do so free of duty, whereas if the wine was

sent elsewhere by Naukratites it was confiscated.^ As an indication of the

excellence attributed to the Lesbian wines, Athenaeus has Clearchus insist

the they "must have been made by Maron, the Priest of Apollo, himself."7

Eubulus refers to the wine as "Lesbian distilling nectar,"® and Ephippus

particularly likes the "Pramnian wines of Lesbos."9 Philyllius claims that

they did not give headaches,and Archestratus, a 4th century writer on

symposia urges that "ye must drink old wine, with hoary head..whose moist

locks are crowned with a white bouquet grown in Lesbos which the sea waves

encircle. He claims later that the "Lesbian will seem to you to possess

the glory of ambrosia rather than wine."^^ it should be noted that all of

these 4th and 5th century B.C. authors also refer to Thasian, Chian and

Mendean wines, which corresponds with the dating and identification of jar

finds originating from these localities.

Papyrus records show that the Egyptian, Zenon, assistant to AptDolonius, At"*«1'on! o-,
I ^

the estate manager of Ptolemy Philadelphus, imported Lesbian wines in the

3rd century B.C.^® as well as those from Thasos, Knidus, Chios and Leucas.
And the physician Erasistratus of that same century was recorded later by
Pliny to have ordered Lesbian wine and to have added the name of Lesbian

to that of Thasian and Chian as one of the great wines held in highest

esteem subsequent to the great vintages of the Homeric age.''''̂
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In the 1st century B.C., Philodemos, a Gaderene from Palestine who lived

in Rome and Naples, included the following line in a poem: "Anoint my
limbs with saffron and wet my gullet with wine of Mytilene."^^ In an

earlier verse he had referred to "wanting no Chian wine again,"16 his pref
erence being the Mytilenean by comparison. This could be poetic license

and reference to times past, but Pliny says later without poetic intent

that the "the wine of Lesbos by dint of its own nature smacks of the sea,"!''
and Galen, the physician (ca. 130-200 A.D.), was known to have praised
Lesbian wines,18 all of which suggests that Lesbian wines were known con
tinuously up to Imperial Roman times.

Athenaeus, speaking for himself, remarks that "Mityleneans call the sweet
wine of their country 'prodromus'; others say 'protropus'".l^ both of
which refer to the first flow of juice from the wine press caused by the
weight of the grapes themselves before any pressure is applied. This is
more, though indirect, praise of the Lesbian wines, for the first flow

from a wine press is always considered the best. Athenaeus also claims
the Lesbian wine has less astringency and is more diuretic"^® than

the Kmdian and Chian, and he recommends the "protropus, the sweet Lesbian,"
for the stomach.21 He specifies that "only the purest waters are suitable
for adding to Chian and Lesbian wine,"22 and that by comparison to Lesbian
wine, Thasian is simply nothing.23

It is not completely clear that these observations were based on Athenaeus'
own experience,24 but his mention of Knidian wines shows that he cannot

( i be quoting the same comic poets as before since Knidian stamped jars begin^^* —,C
' I only in the 3rd century B.C. These contihue into the 1st century B.C. and

probably into the Imperial Roman period," so Athenaeus may have known ><,"
Knidian wines at first hand, and therefore Lesbian wines as well.
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Every mention of Lesbian wine is enthusiastic, to say the least, and the

island is referred to in ancient texts as "Lesbos of the luscious grapes,"26

or "Lesbos, rich in wine,"27 or some other admiring metaphor. Little else

is known about the wines other than that the grapes were grown in terraced i

vineyards without props or stakes but were allowed to trail along the ground

naturally, and that the wines were produced chiefly in Methymna in the north,

where, as indicated by coins from that city, the wine god Dionysus was wor

shipped.28 There is another Athenaeus reference to a "lesbion"^^ as some

kind of cup, but a difference of opinion exists concerning this.20 And

other references to the trade in Lesbian wine in pseudo-Aristotelian texts
U'V ' '

of the early 3rd century B.C.21 are considered more important in specific

trade terms, so will not be considered here. Almost all of these references,

however, suggest a lucrative wine industry, and, therefore, if Lesbos is

presumed to have followed the practices of other contemporary wine-producing

states, expectations of a singular wine amphora for the transportation of

this commodity are not unusual.

PRELIMINARY ARCHEOLOGICAL ASSUMPTIONS

The first suggestion of a wine amphora that could possibly be connected

with the Lesbian wine industry was-roeR.t-fefl-e4--by J. M. Cook, who associated

the gray color of amphoras from his excavations in Old Smyrna, Turkey

with that of the Aeolic bucchero pottery excavated on the island of Lesbos

and surrounding sites in Asia Minor.The Lesbian origin of Aeolic buc

chero was established by W. Lamb from material she excavated from the

Lesbian sites at Antissa in 1930-32,33 and Methymna in 1932,24 the pottery
from both indicating that bucchero was the dominant pottery manufactured

at these sites in the 7th and 6th centuries B.C.^^ These findings were re
inforced by the assumptions of J. B(^lau and E. A. Gardner, B^hlau having



found bucchero pieces on Rhodes^^ which he attributed to Aeolian origin
because they paralleled those found at Naukratis in Egypt by Gardner

which bore inscriptions in Aeolic dialect. One particular inscription

was dedicated by a Mytilenean. No dedications from non-Aeolian cities

were found on the Naukratis gray vases, and Aeolian and Mytilenean dedi

cations appear on no other types of pottery there. Miss Lamb considers

these inscriptions proof that Lesbos was the source of Aeolic bucchero

because not only did they state the origin of and bear the names of

Mytileaneans resident in Naukratis, but the founding of Naukratis in the

2nd 1/4 of the 6th century falls within her Lesbian bucchero periods,

letter forms in Antissa inscriptions correspond with those in the Naukratis

vase inscriptions, and Mytilene on Lesbos was the one Aeolian participant

in the joint Greek trading organization established at Naukratis^^. All of

this seems to pinpoint Lesbos as the place of manufacture of the gray vases

. in Aeons. This evidence, and the fact that the earliest of the literary

references to Lesbian wine concerns a shipment of the wine to Naukratis

in the 7th century only strengthens Cook's connection of the two types of

grayware.

In reference notes dated August 29, 1952 on the "gray" wine jars slowly

accumulated by her in the Stoa of Attalos in the Athenian Agora, Virginia

Grace notes that "Cook thinks or has thought that the gray jars are

Lesbian because of the bucchero and I am inclined to agree jn 195 '̂
when J. K. Anderson reported on two gray handle and rim fragments excavated

by him on the Kofina Ridge, Chios, a site relatively close to Lesbos, and

an island with known connections with Lesbos in the wine trade,he noted

that "these ampboras are almost certainly related to the grey bucchero of

^ Lesbos. I. B. Zeest, in her 1960 arj^Kf^ on pottery containers found

V
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in the Black Sea region, also agrees with Grace's tentative identification

of the gray amphoras with pottery wares of Lesbos, her agreement based on

the similarity of the clay alone.Yet the connection remained tentative,

and when Cedric Boulter published the contents of a mid-fifth century well

in the Athenian Agora, a basic description of the class to which two jars

belonged written by Virginia Grace was included in the article, but with

no mention of Lesbos as the place of origin.^yen in the 1961 publi

cation, Amphoras and the Ancient Wine Trade by Virginia Grace, reference

to the Lesbian class of amphoras is always accompanied by a question mark;^^

attribution up to this time was based on similarity of clay colors alone

with no evidence actually found on the island of Lesbos to support a con-

nection between bucchero and the amphora class.

THE LESBIAN (?) AMPHORAS

The amphoras here in question, a selected sampling of which (PLATE )

will be used for the purposes of this article preliminary to the full pub

lication of the class, cover a wide chronological range which seems to

start in 7th century B.C. but disappears abruptly sometime in the last H. of

the 4th century B.C. This is quite ui^sllal since it is known that the wine r.

continued to circulate and that other wine producing states such as Rhodes

and Knidos greatly expanded their wine and amphora production during the

^ Hellenistic period. This peculiar phenomenon will be the subject of
I future, separate research and is one of the reasons why the Lesbian class

I as a whole cannot be published at this time.
J

The earliest of the amphoras was excavated from a context dated the 3rd

%of the 7th century B.C. in the Athenian Agora (NO. 1). This corresponds

with Lamb's Lesbian bucchero periods and with a number of J. M. Cook's

finds in Old Smyrna.^^ Concerning the finds at Old Smyrna, Cook wrote:



"study of the archaic amphorae shows that import of wine from Chios and

from a center exporting in gray jars can be dated as far back as the

eighth century ~ in fact to Homeric times."^5 2eest corroborates

the archaic beginnings of the class of gray wine amphoras; a group of

gray amphoras belonging to the class was found at Pantikapaion on the

Black Sea in a stratum covering the remains of a building destroyed in the

6th century.jhe bulk of the material was found in the Athenian Agora

excavations, however, and included many fragments complete enough to facil

itate the restoration of almost whole jars. Among these, a sizeable

^ . 7 (5) of red examples (NO. 4) was found under a gutter of the Stoa of 7 n ~
^ Attalos, while gray varieties came mainly from well fills. Also, reused ^ ST

tf Jr. . .

'amphoras were found as burial containers by German excavators in the
' 1 y' '. •lA'̂ erameikos cemetery in Athens (NO. 5). Examples were found in Corinth

VY tombs in Egypt and on Rhodes, and necks and handles were brought .
up from a sunken wreck off the Greek coast south of Athens as recently

as 1961. All of these constitute what, over a long period of accumula

tion, became a group of predominantly gray-colored fragments and jars

with stylistic characteristics consistent enough to encourage-spectrlation

that they represent a separate and distinct class of amphora.

Besides the general grayness on color, an unusual feature for Greek wine

amphoras which are predominantly of earth colors, all of the jars possess ^

cylindn-ca! handles (Profiles, PLATE (or Figurfs)...) that end at the lower
point of attachment to the body in a sort of tail that lies in relief on \

/J"7 \ ^ «
the shoulder of the vessel.The tail strongly resembles that of a rat, K

so has been referred to as a rattail. This is a unique feature; most am- " ^ ^
phora handles are joined smoothly and almost unnoticeably to the shoulders V-
of the jar with perhaps only a finger impression to mark the juncture,48 '' --

->

Tic,\- \
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though Chian amphoras were stamped at this point during one period of

their development.Few other classes of amphoras have cylindrical handles

either; most are oval or flat in section. Offset ridges can be observed

between the rims and necks at almost all developmental periods of this

group of amphoras (exception: NO. 3), though in the earliest, 7th century

examples the offset is lower, at the midpoint of the upper handle attach

ments. (NO. 1). An additional offset ridge or groove can sometimes be

discerned at the base of the neck also, a feature very pronounced in NO. 1

but missing entirely in NO. 8, dated 350-325 B.C. Many of the later necks

(NOS. 4-8) exhibit a bombe' tendency... that is, a tendency to bulge

slightly outward, then in again between the rim and the base of the neck.

Careful comparisons of the jars show that the color actually ranges from

light buff-gray (Munsell Y8/1) through "red" (YR 5/4) to almost black

(N 3/ ), though a dull medium gray (N 5/ )^^ would be a good standard descrip

tion. Most pieces appear unslipped, though some show evidence of a black

wash . . to increase their "grayness" for identification purposes perhaps?

The cores of the pieces as observed at the breakpoints vary from gray to

red in color also; in many instances the color of the interior of the

clay is in direct opposition to the color of the exterior. Six of the

known amphoras bear stamps or incised monograms (NO. 7 - an incised _n ),

none of them the same and none appearing on the handles, the usual stamp

position, but on the neck instead. This-meth&d—©# stamping-had been
A.

known to occur at a certain period in Chios and Thasos, ^1 but was not

widespread. At least two separate sizes of amphora appear, the second

smaller by definite proportions to the first and considered fractional by

comparison to the larger jars (compare NO. 2 (regular) and NO. 4 (frac

tional) of overlapping dates). This difference in size is reflected mainly

in changes in the body proportions, rather than in those of the necks
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(compare neck and handle measurements to body measurements of NOS. 4 and
5). The fractional jars are invariably "red" rather than gray until after
325 B.C., the date assigned to the two latest jars found in Egypt, which
are fractional but gray.

As with other classes of amphoras of Classical and Hellenistic times,52
a continuous tendency towards slimming and elongation can be observed

throughout the development of the class. This continual lengthening of
the vessels produced accompanying developmental changes in necks, handles,
and toes also, as well as in overall height. Observe the difference in
height between NOS. 2 (H: .685 m.) and 5 (H: .776 m.), the former a burial
jar from the Kerameikos dated c. 500 B.C. and the latter from the same
site but from a 470/460 B.C. context. The handles and neck of NO. 5

.03 m. and .016 m. respectively longer than those on NO. 2, the whole
jar NO. 5 having increased -09 m. in length during that time span.
NO. 8, a third Kerameikos jar and the latest one illustrated in this text
increases another almost .04 m. in overall height by the time of its manu
facture estimated somewhere between 350 and 325 B.C. The handles and neck

have lengthened a total^ of .12 m. since the manufacture of NO.
the earliest 7th century jar illustrated, the increase representing the
changes during the 300 years illustrated by existing examples of gray amphoras.
Unfortunately, no whole 7th century jars have been found, so the total
overall increase in height cannot be determined, but only that between the
late 6th century (NO. 2) and latter part of the 4th (NO. 8), a total of -
.13 meters. Assuming that the capacities of these jars 53 remained rela- '
tively constant throughout this time span, the amounts being determined by
decree.61 the decrease 1n body diameter that accompanied the lengthening
process must have compensated for the increase in height. After swelling
to a maximum of .412 m. in NO. 5. the bodies shrink steadily to .34 m. in

<ri

/
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NO. 7 and finally .32 m. in NO. 8, the change in the latter and later

fractionals accomplished by a sudden sharpening of the shoulder angle and

the elimination of any rounding of the body at all. It would seem that

this tendency toward elongation and slimming was a continuous attempt to

ease the handling and weight distribution of the container, as well as to

facilitate easier shipping and storage.

The position of the top handle attachments in relation to the rims seems

to vary from period to period also. Starting well below the plain lip

of NO. 1, the top handle attachments can be seen to encroach more and more

on what develops first into a rolled, flat rim (Profiles NOS. 2a - 5a)

then becomes a slightly flaring half-roll rim (NOS. 7a - 8a). NOS. 4 and

6 are exceptions to this rule, NO. 4 being a fractional amphora and per

haps No. 6 as well. The top handle attachments finally engulf the rim

entirely in No. 7, than fall below a plainer lip again in No. 8 almost

a century later. At the same time the flare of the handle curvature can

be seen to increase also, reaching an extreme outward flare in NO. 7,

then straightening and lengthening into an almost reverse curve in NO. 8

in an attempt to compensate for the extreme length of neck (NH: .242 m.

vs. .119 m. in NO. 1). The lower handle attachments move closer and

closer to the base of the neck during the lengthening process also and

the rattails become more and more elongated at the same time. The slight
bombe' curve to the necks can be seen easily in Profiles 4a - 8a. And as

with the bodies, the diameters of the toes decrease, too. What starts as

an almost flat hollow base that could conceivably support the jar in an

upright position in NO. 2 (Profile NO. 2a) narrows and lengthens into a
solid, peg toe (Profiles NOS. 4a and 8a). This change appears earlier in

the red fractional jars (Profile NO. 4a), which also exhibit an indenta

tion on the bottom of the toe, a feature never apparent in the full size

1^.(0
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amphoras or the later gray fractionals.

But, though a definite pattern of development can be determined both

chronologically and through shape variation in the gray amphoras, the

variety of find spots only suggests extensive trade distribution rather

than information concerning the origin of the amphoras. Nor do the

few stamps add much; of the four (the incised sigma and the incised pi^ V).
or rho on two jars are not considered stamps) one is a stamp containing

a squat oinochoe, the second perhaps an omega, and the third and fourth

stamped monograms that perhaps could be deciphered as MA and MY in

superimposed letters.Nothing is known about Lesbian usage of mono

grams or symbols in stamping beyond the fact that early coins contained
56

A E or M monograms, and that the lyre was a common emblem.

This seems to leave only color as the link between the amphoras and Lesbos.

But could the connection between the amphoras and the Lesbian bucchero

suggested by Cook be considered reliable if based on color similarities

alone? Though color variations exist within the amphora class (NO. 4 -

"red"), the greater preponderance of the jars are definitely gray, there

fore establishing gray as their identifying color characteristic, or

their color of choice. 'Choice' is the key word here, for tests were

performed^^ that proved that the gray color of the amphoras was the re

sult of firing or at least cooling the amphoras in a reducing rather than

an oxidizing atmosphere, and that pottery of either red or gray could be

produced from the same clay. These tests also verified that variations

in tone in both the gray amphoras and Lesbian bucchero, particularly the

differences between the interior and the exterior colors observed at

break points, were the result of difficulties inherent in the firing process,

or in other words, that the firing^^gray pottery could be successful in varying de-
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grees. If the gray color was a matter of choice and not clay, as proved,

it would seem reasonable that gray amphoras were manufactured in an area

where gray pottery was produced, known, and accepted. And Lamb's exca

vations on Lesbos indicated "a full bucchero period" in the 7th and 6th

centuries In fact, gray pottery remained popular in areas of the

NE Aegean for hundreds of years. That it remained so with the people of

Lesbos is a fact still in evidence, for as recently as 1963 potters could

be observed firing their water pots either red or black, using the same

red clay in both cases.Color similarities did, indeed, seem to be a

good reason for connecting the two wares, but only as a good clue or

first step in pinpointing the origin of the gray amphoras.

NEW EFFORTS AND INQUIRY

Thorough consideration of the evidence presented in the preceding sections
pointed to the necessity of finding material on the island of Lesbos it

self if the attribution of the gray amphoras really were to be substantiated.

A connection more solid than that based on clay color alone had to be es

tablished between Lesbian bucchero and the gray wine amphoras, and some

association with a pottery industry had to be proved. If a heavy pottery

industry existed of the magnitude necessary to facilitate a wine export as

significant as that indicated by ancient references, some remains of it

had to be traceable on the island somehow, whether in archaeological records

or local customs and traditions. In an effort to uncover the necessary

evidence, a trip to the island was scheduled in August of 1972.

Local tradition was scrutinized first.®® The fact that a modern pottery

industry existed on the island suggested the continuation of an established

custom, since in modern as well as ancient times, artisans tend to continue

an industry in a specific area and cluster together in pursuing their craft.
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If this were the case in Lesbos, original clay beds might still be in

use. Sometime between 1962 and 1968, a white-glazed earthenware pottery

with multi-colored floral designs labelled as manufactured in Agiasos,

Lesbos, had been introduced to the Athenian tourist market, and samples

of the clay used in this ware were obtained in hopes of establishing a

link with the ancient clay sources.Another valuable source of infor

mation, that of private owners of antiquities, was pursued, but no amount

of effort could locate any families who owned ancient artifacts. Many

old families often own pieces that have been passed down through successive

generations and these collections as well as local citizens with historical

interests have been a source of amphoras on many other islands.®^ As far

as could be ascertained, however, no jars fitting the general description

of "Lesbian" wine amphoras were known to exist on the island.

Permission was obtained from the Greek Archaeological Service to handle

and photograph all excavated material housed in the museums on the island.

References by W. Lamb to a "roll handled attachment of a (?) hydria"^^

that "seemed to belong to the 7th century," and to three small amphoras, one

gray and two red,^^ suggested that reevaluation of the archaic bucchero in

terms of the known characteristics of the gray amphoras might provide evi

dence previously unnoticed or not considered important. Opportunities to

examine town sites known to have been connected with wine production or

trade, particularly Mytilene and Methymna, were also arranged. The surface

of the Methymna site had been described at still Idttered with sherds.

The area had been designated an archaeological site only some three or four

years earlier, but many things of value were known to have been and still

were being taken from there, few of which found their way into the hands

of the Archaeological Service.This being the case, the opportunity of

finding new material was a distinct possibility.
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NEW EVIDENCE AND MATERIAL

The suspicion that reevaluation of the Antissa and Methymna bucchero

might produce evidence pertinent to the amphora class proved correct. A

squat gray "table"^® amphora with cylindrical handles that ended at the

lower point of attachment in a short rattail was included among the

Antissa finds displayed in the Mytilene Museum.(See "Amphora A",

PLATE NO. ) It proved to be the gray amphora referred to in Miss Lamb's

article on Antissa as the "one gray and unpolished, partially concealed

by the wall" in a Plate photograph.Closer investigation revealed fur

ther stylistic features comparable to those of the gray wine amphoras.

When compared to NO. 1 in the wine amphora series, AMPHORA A displays

similar measurements and proportions. The neck heights are very close

(.119 m. for NO. 1 as compared to .099 m. for AMPHORA A) and the handle

curvatures and diameters are very similar (.032 m. and .024 m. respectively).

The rattails are the early, abbreviated form in both cases. Both amphoras

have thick lips with flat tops. And both exhibit the early offset groove

at the base of the neck at the point of juncture with the body. This is

much more pronounced in AMPHORA A, however, and the groove on the neck at

the midpoint of the upper handle attachments that distinguishes the 7th

century wine amphoras is conspicuously missing. The absence of this fea

ture and the fact that the neck does not flare downwards towards the bot

tom, but is perfectly straight, are perhaps the only points that differen

tiate the neck of AMPHORA A from the 7th century wine amphora neck. The

straight neck of AMPHORA Aswells into a short, perfectly round body ending

in a flat base with a barely discernible ring. The ring is really more of

a ridge like the one at the base of the amphora neck, and creates the effect

of a baseless vessel rather than one with a supporting ring or torus foot

like most amphoras of the smaller "table" variety.
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AMPHORA B CAntissa K 55; see PLATE NO. ), a slightly larger reddish

amphora from the same Antissa context, does have a downward flaring neck

like the one in NO. 1 in the amphora series, and is attached to a large

ovoid body similar in proportions to those seen in NO. 2. Since the ves

sel is smaller, however, the body does not elongate into a toe, but

tapers slightly as does NO. 2, then ends in a flat base capable of sup

porting the jar in an upright position, a base, like AMPHORA A, with

barely discernible ring or ridge at the bottom. An offset ridge is visible

at the point of juncture between neck and body, but unlike either

AMPHORA A or the wine amphoras, the rim is a flat-topped thin half roll

rather than a thick lip, and the handles are flat and ribbon-like and

are joined smoothly to the body without rattails. One handle is incised

its entire length with lines that seem to form three rectangular panels,

shapes thought by W. Lamb to be a particular potter's mark.^^

The incidence of cylindrical handles ending in rattails in both AMPHORA A

and the wine amphoras should serve to establish a definite connection

between the two types of containers. The same is true of the offset

ridge at the junction of neck and body that exists in both Antissa am

phoras and can be observed in the wine amphoras at various stages in de

velopment (PLATE , NOS. 1 and 5). Neither cylindrical handles with

rattails not offset ridges between bodies and necks are stylistic features

common in either wine or "table" amphoras found elsewhere. Of equal

importance, however, are the similarities in proportions of necks to

bodies seen in AMPHORA B and NO. 1, and between the bodies alone in

AMPHORA Band NO. 2. Each class of wine amphora, regardless of the ten

dency to elongate during the course of development, has a basic neck and

body shape, and the relationship or proportion between the two remains

roughly the same throughout each class history.73 Judging from the

K.(5
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bariety of known combinations, the shapes and proportions of AMPHORA B

and the gray wine amphoras are too similar to be accidental and must

therefore be considered additional evidence of connections between the

two types of containers. The dates attributed to both the Antissa

amphoras and the gray wine amphoras are comparable, the Antissa amphoras

coming from 7th and 6th century bucchero periods indicated by Miss Lamb's

findings and the wine amphoras from 7th add 6th century contexts. Having

been manufactured during the same general time periods, it is impossible

to conjecture which type of container influenced the other, but it seems

safe to surmise that the common stylistic features and proportions ex

hibited by the two classes indicate a common origin, on the island of

Lesbos.

Other evidence of a less specific nature was also gained from restudying

the Lesbian bucchero. The colors in the bucchero were observed to cover

the same range as those in the wine amphoras, in fact the description of

the bucchero by W. Lamb could apply equally well to the gray amphoras;

she described the bucchero as ranging from "silver-grey to gunmetal"

with cores "usually grey, sometimes reddish," and clay and surface from

"rough" to "polished" to "grey-washed" with "mica present in varying

quantities.Also observed was an inclination towards raised or relief

decoration applied to the bucchero that was suggestive of the rattails

on the amphoras. Described as a possible imitation of the technique of

decorating metal vases whereby additional material is welded, riveted or

adhered somehow to the original surface of the vessel additional or

raised clay ridges or bars were evident on some bucchero pieces. In

similar bucchero ware from Larissa considered by Miss Lamb to be Lesbian,

raised horizontal bars that divide the rims into decorative panels pro

trude from the vessels in much the same way as do the rattails on the am-

K. IG
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phoras; the same central peak or ridge that forms the rattail and slopes

and blends into the main surface on both sides is created in the same

manner in these bars (see NOS. 8, 11, and 16, Figure 4, PLATE NO. ;

NO. 12, Figure 2, PLATE NO. ) And, "the bars being in relief and loosely

attached, break off easily,an attribute easily applied to the rattails

as shown by the impression or outline left on the amphora shoulders

where the handles and rattails have broken off (see AMPHORA NO. 8). Also

observable in the bucchero is the use of offset ridges below the lips of

vessels that is evident in the wine amphoras (NOS. 9-12, Figure 2, PLATE

NO. ). Number 15 (Figure 2, PLATE NO. ) is almost the same rim which

appears in AMPHORA NO. 6 (NO. 6a, PLATE NO. ). As with AMPHORAS A and

B, it is impossible to determine which type of container influenced

which when comparing the bucchero and the wine amphoras. It is certainly

clear, though, that ample precedent existed in Lesbos for employing the

decorative motifs of rattails and offset ridges that appear in the gray

amphoras and not in wine amphoras originating elsewhere.

As suspected also, examples from the actual amphora class were found to

be available on the island of Lesbos. Numerous sherds exhibiting the

colors and stylistic motifs considered "Lesbian" were collected from the S '

surface of the site at Methymna; gray cylindrical handles, elongated ^

blunt gray toes, and neck pieces exhibiting the bombe" bulge were con-

sidered the most reliable examples. '

More numerous and more readily identifiable were sherds found stored in M/ " 2.

the Mytilene Museum. All of this material had been recovered from con- ^
struction sites in the town of Mytilene a few months earlier, and was

completely unsorted, unclassified and uncatalogued; "... the pieces from

Mytilene...were all found at the excavation of 1972 at the building site

\

\
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of the Incurable Children Hospital at the north part of the town, near

Epano Skala where an archaic apsidal building from below some remains of Roman
78

buildings (was) uncovered." The apsidal building was believed to be in

the area of an ancient h^ron where finds have been recovered datable from

the 7th century B.C. to the late Roman period.

Photographs 1-4, PLATE NO. , were taken, each one illustrating material

from the different boxes, or "omades" (lots), in this instance omajdes 32, 41,

42 and 64. Omas 32 was found>at a depth of 1.85m. below the earth's surface,

Omas 41 at 2.0m., Omas 42 at 2.20m., and Omas 64 at 2.30 m. A survey of the

material showed most of the jars to have been from about the same period of

class development, 400-300 B.C. All of the toes (PLATE NO. , 1 and 2)

were long and of the narrow diameter without identations, which dates the

jars after 480 B.C.; all (4) neck pieces exhibited distinct bombe' tendencies

and were gray, which would push the date of the jars past 460 B.C.; and all

of the handles (PLATE , 1,2 and ^ encroached on a good half of the roll lip

with offset ridges beneath, which would indicate an even later period at the

beginning of the 4th century B.C. when the handles dropped below the lip again

after encroaching on all of it earlier. The slighter projection of the lip

(see NO. 8, Figure 2, PLATE NO. ) and the extreme length and straightness of

some of the handle pieces (Photos 1,4) also suggest the later period. It

proved impossible to judge the curvature flare of the handles from the small

portions of lip attachments available.

NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

Permission was obtained to remove four sherds from the Mytilene Museum. These

were added to a similar number of pieces collected from Methymna as well as

three pieces from the Agora collection in Athens, and to the examples, both

fired and unfired, of the modern clay used by potters in the centre of the
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modern pottery industry at Agiasos, Mytilene. The entire collection of frag

ments was sent to fehfe Brookhaven National Laboratory in Upton, Long Island,

New York. There they were subjected to neutron activation analysis.

Chemical analysis of the clays in fine pottery ware have had limited results,

the clays having been heavily refined and perhaps mixed with other substances
79

and imported clay varieties. But amphoras come under the heading of coarse
on

wares, which are more apt to be made of local unrefined clays. Chances

were good, therefore, that true analysis was possible and that a valid com

parison of ancient and modern clay sources might result.

The fragments were labelled and submitted in the following form:

LESBIAN AMPHORA FRAGMENTS

81

LA SERIES - (Athenian Agora Excavations)

LA 12 - shoulder piece showing ovoid (rattail) indentation of

bottom handle attachment

LA 13 - toe fragment

LA 14 - neck fragment, slightly bombe'

LT SERIES - (Mytilene Museum)

LT 15 - body fragment

LT 16 - body fragment

LT 17 - neck fragment, bombe'

LM SERIES - (Methymna, site surface fragments)
<-

LM 18 - whole toe

LM 19 - body fragment

LM 20 - body fragment

LM 21 - RED toe fragment

LI SERIES - (modern pottery pieces from Agiasos)

LI 01 - broken vase, unfired, unglazed

LI 02 - cup, fired, unglazed
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Test Results

1) Positive Findings:

The outcome of the neutron activation tests (see Computer Value printouts

PLATE NO. ) was both gratifying and puziling. The single most outstanding

finding was the close correlation between the ancient amphora clays and the

modern clay samples,^^ a result which can be interpreted to mean that the clay
sources for both were on Lesbos and, therefore, that the amphoras were actually

manufactured on that island. The agreement between the ancient and modern

samples was by no means perfect, but neither did the two modern samples from
83

the same potter agree completely. The major difference between the ancient

and modern pottery was the higher sodium content of the ancient clay. Con

centration of sodium usually means one of three things: 1) extra sodium as

part of the temper, or reinforcing material, used by potters, 2) absorption

from the ground in which pottery has been buried, 3) purposeful addition by

the potter; recent studies have shown cases where modern potters are known to

have thrown a pinch of salt into each batch of clay under preparation,®^ a

measure calculated to increase the cohesion of the clay by promoting greater

electrostatic attraction between the particles without making the clay stiffer
^ ,..85at the same time. Additional tests were performed at Brookhaven using dis

tilled water to leach out the added salt. Negative results proved that the

sodium had not been absorbed from the earth surrounding the sherds while

buried, so it must have been added by the ancient potters.

Of equal importance was the finding of a high antimony content in the Lesbos
pottery as a whole. This was a percentage very distinctive when compared with

results from tests on other Aegean pottery (as represented by samples from

Attica, Mycenae, Laconia and Knossos). It should be noted, however, that to

date no tests of this type have been made on pottery from any part of Asia Minor
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its coastal areas and other offshore islands (Lesbos being one). Asia Minor

is geographically closer to Lesbos than to the other Aegean areas mentioned,

and therefore a closer correlation in clays from the two neighboring areas

might possibly, though not necessarily, be expected. Future tests could

change the unique status produced by the high antimony content now attached

to the Lesbian pottery and clays. At present the high antimony content

serves as a very distinctive point of identification.

On the basis of the antimony content (other elements having their own comparable

ratios also), all the Mytilene pieces (LT series) were judged to be from the

same source; samples LT 15, 16, 17 and also LM 20 from Methymna were found

to correlate closely. LA 13 from Athens also qualified for this group with a

slightly lower antimony content, while LM 18 from Methymna had an even lower

antimony content but one close enough for it to be added to the group on a

questionable basis. That Mytilene and Methymna sherds should correlate is

only to be expected, given the interraction between wine producing cities on

the island. That a piece found in Athens was also from the same clay source

and that another from Methymna was close enough in chemical makeup to be in

cluded seems reasonable if variations in the general clay source are considered.
These variations could include differences in the way separate potters prepared
their clay, differences within the clay source itself, and varying concen

trations of temper ased. Altogether, these test results, when added to the

stylistic similarities between the amphoras and the Lesbian bucchero, add up
to overwhelming support for the assumption that the gray wine amphoras did

originate on the island of Lesbos.

2) Questionable Results:

Neutron activation results for the other pottery samples were less conclusive
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Example LA 12 was more similar to other Greek samples tested than to accompanying

Lesbian samples. The fact that it was gray and was chosen because it showed

an impression where a rattail handle had been attached, and was therefore

considered a good, well identified example, could make this test result an

indication of another, different source of clay on the island. Evidence of

different clay sources located in the same general area but with widely

differing chemical patterns have been found in Israel.jhe fact that widely
separated pottery making centres (Agiasos and Mandomados) were known to exist

in modern times, so perhaps in ancient times as well, could also lend weight

to this theory. Equally inconclusive were the test results on LM 19, des

cribed by Dorothea Brooks as "unique"^^ and comparable to no other pottery
tested at Brookhaven thus far. Being a body fragment of questionable reliability
to begin with (see note 82), it should probably be disregarded completely.

But Mrs. Brooks cautioned that, when dealing with heavily tempered materials,

there is always the danger of hitting a pocket of temper; such could be the

case with this sample. And, like LA 12, it could also be evidence of another

clay source on the island, for the differences between LM 19 and LA 12 and

the pieces of the Lesbian group were described only as being "unlikely that

they were from the same clay source," not necessarily that they were not from

Lesbos at all.

3) Negative Results:

The two remaining samples, LA 14 and LM 21, were described as definitely
"not from the same general source as the Lesbos group"®^ but information was
not sufficient to say more. The results of the tests on these two pieces were
therefore not similar to test results on other clay groups either. LA 14 was
selected from Agora material not only because of its gray color but because

it was an excellent example of the identifying bombe' neck bulge associated

with the amphora class. That so identifiable a sample should receive negative
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test results must be considered significant. Less conclusive but also signi

ficant were the results on LM 21, a "red" toe from Methymna. Red in color,

but long and blunt like the later amphoras (NOS. 7 and 8) and not displaying

the depression on the bottom common to the predominantly red group (NO. 4)

dating from ca. 500-480 B.C., it was included in the test group as an experiment.

Positive results relating a red example to the Lesbos clay group would have

helped allay growing suspicions concerning the red amphoras displaying

Lesbian characteristics; a red toe with the depression on the bottom would have

offered more conclusive evidence, but was unavailable. The negative results

obtained from this red toe, however, the low antimony content in particular,

suggest that its clay might have originated somewhere other than Lesbos.

The possibility that the piece could have been misidentified must always be

considered, otherwise the negative test results merely add to a growing body

of conflicting evidence which supports the theory that some other area was also manu

facturing amphoras with "Lesbian" characteristics. Research on this subject

is still under way and will, hopefully, be the basis of another study in the

- V...
future.

In summary, 'neutron activation analysis was worthwhile for several reasons.

On the positive side, it provided definitive evidence that some of the

amphoras displaying the formal characteristics considered "Lesbian" (e.g.,

gray color, cylindrical handles ending in rattails, bombe' necks, tapering

blunt toes) were certainly manufactured on the island of Lesbos. The dis

covery that Lesbian clay and pottery possess unique chemical features can only

be considered an added plus. On the negative side, and equally important,

is the evidence that not all amphoras with "Lesbian"characteristics (LA 14)

necessarily were made on Lesbos. This latter conclusion warrants further con

sideration and study. , / ,
/O U ]

r. V, / i

Barbara G. Clinkenbeard /, «
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"Not a cup, as Athenaeus says, but a vessel filled with ointment, the

prize of her victory ..." is in the'files of Virginia GrA'ce^
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Stoa of Attalos II, Agora Excavations, Athens (of. close comparison in
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of V.R.Grace, Stoa of Attalos 11, Agora Excavations, Athens.
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1931-32, pp. 41-67.
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"Tatle" in this context meaning a smaller amphora with attached base to stand on.

Lamb, V., "Antissa," ESA XXXI, p. 177; this snail amphora is unnumbered, so was

labeled "Amphora A" for this article.

Ibid.; Plate XXVll, No. 6.

Folsom, Robert S., Handbook of Greek Pottery, London, 1967, pp. 153-159.

Lamb, W., "Antissa," ESA XXXI, p. 177; this amphora was labeled "Amphora E"

for this article.

Grace, V.R., Amphoras, Nos. 44, 45-47» 56, 62, 64.

Lamb, V., "Grey Wares of Lesbos," JHS, 1932, p. 5.

^bi^., p. 9.

Loc. cit.

Loc. cit.

From a corroborating letter to me from Kiss Despina Hadzi, Curator of the

Mytilene Museum on the island of Lesbos, dated February 18, 1973.

79) Cook, R.K., Greek Painted Pottery, London, 1966, p. 52.

80) Noble, Joseph Veach, The Techniques of Painted Attic Pottery, London, 1966,

p. 2.

81) In assembling the sherds for testing, it was suggested that handle fragments,

because thay were usually of reinforced clay, were the least suitable

for testing purposes. This was disconcerting, as cylindrical handles

being a main identifying characteristic of the amphora class, the

collection of sherds tended heavily to handles to make sure they were

amphora pieces and not bucchero fragments. Toe pieces and bombe' neck

fragments had equal identification merits, but where body fragments,

particularly those from Methymna, had to be substituted, it was felt

that the material was less reliable. Body fragments from Mytilene were

so obviously from amphoras, they did not create the same concern.
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82) Final report from Brookhaven National Laboratory written by Mrs. Dorothea

Brooks and dated March 7» 1973; all subsequent evidence, unless separately

noted, is from this source.

85) This can perhaps be explained as differences in digging and preparing the same

clay for different purposes; that a cup with a delicate handle may have

required reinforcement or tempering whereas a more solid bud vase did

not.

84) From a paper given at the American Chemical Society meeting in Dallas, April,

1973» "Biblical Studies through Activation Analysis" by Dorothea Brooks,

et al. (to be published).

85) Material obtained verbally from Joseph Veach Noble, Director, The Musexim of

the City of New York.

86) This same variation in sodium concentration between ancient and modern sherds

has appeared in the results of other tests made at Brookhaven also. In

these tests, the modem clay was also found to have a higher overall

concentration af all elements, a result that can be explained by the

fact that ancient potters used much more temper in their clay coinpounds,

thereby diluting the basic clay considerably.

87) See note 83; Dorothea Brooks stated that "in Israel there were two types of

clay used for pottery, both found near each other, but with very different

patterns."

88) See note 82.

89) Loc. cit.
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CATALOGUE - 2

SW 108 (Kerameikos)-

H: ,685 D; .595

NH: .15 m. KD: .115 m.

HH: .171 m. TD: .08 m.

Clay coarse with mica, dark huff-gray throughout.

Whole jar restored from pieces, slight plaster restoration, part

of lip missing.

Wide rim with offset ridge directly heneath.

Short cylindrical handles encroaching on lower portion of rim,

ending in short hut evident rattail. Wide, squat, ovoid hody.

Wide toe, flat, cut with string.

Agora P I68O2

PH: .275 m. ND: .105 m.

HH: .174 m. NH: .15 m.

LW: .o2 m.

Very coarse dark gray clay with mica.

Neck, one handle intact, other handle, parts of shoulder put together

from pieces. Thick cylindrical handles with slight curvat\ire

encroaching on lower of rim, ending in a short rattail.

Thick roll rim, flat on top, no offset helow.

ca. 500 B.C. (context with

lekythos)

G 15; 1 (main mass of fill);

ca. 500 B.C.

NO. 4) Agora P 24875

H: .65 m. D: .302 m.

TD: .034

ND: .120 m.

Q 12: 3 ; ca. 520-490 B.C.

NH

HH

LW

.178 m.

.183 m.

.016 m.

Clay micaceous huff, slight smear inside.

"n/hole jar mended from many pieces, some plaster restoration.

Roll flaring rim with offset ridge helow.

Cylindrical handles with slight curvature, hut pulled in closer to

neck at bottom attachment; top attachment clear of rim, bottom

ending in long rattail. Bomhe' neck leading into distinctly ovoid

hody that tapers quickly to narrow, flat toe with depression on

underside.

oz-
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NO. 7)

CATALOGUE - 5

ITaT 226 (Kerameikos)

H; .776 m. D: .412 m.

dated by context to 47O/46O B.C.

NH: .176 m. NL: .112 m.

HH; .20 m. TD: .05 m.

LW: .016 m.

Pine gray-buff clay with dark gray core, some mica and bits in surface.

Whole jar mended from many pieces, slight plaster restoration; jagged

cutting in body where opened for infant burial.

Narrow, roll rim with offset ridge beneath, flat top.

Neck long, bombe'; offset groove at base at point of juncture with body.

Long, cylindrical handles of minimum curvature; encroach on a good half

of rim, end in long rattail.

Ovoid body curving roundly to narrow, flat toe.

Agora P 21974 Agora well N 7S5 > ca. 46O-44O B.C.

PH; .26 m. ND: .II5 m.

NH: .17 m. LW: .023

HH: .17 m.

Buff-gray clay with pitted surface, mica, and large gray core.

Neck, rim and handles, upper portion of shoulder all intact.

Thick, flaring lip, offset ridge below.

Thick, cylindrical handles, short with minimum of curvature that

draw in to bottom attachment and end in a very short rattail.

Published: Grace apud Boulter, Hesperia. 22, No. 149» p. 102 and pi. 39.

Agora SS 10289

H: .742 m. D: .34

NH: .192 m. LW: .012 ra.

HH: .225 m.

Clay light gray with darker areas, bits.

v/hole jar, neck and handles intact, body mended from many pieces,
some plasl^er restoration; top of rim and one handle worn away; part
of toe broken off.

Very narrow roll rim with offset ridge beneath.

Long neck, bombe', with offset groove at base point of juncture
with body; st^p below rim deeply incised before firing: 3.^

B 19: 11 (upper fill):

ca. 425-400 B.C.

/n
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Cylindrical handles with extreme ciirvature encroaching to top of

rim, pulling into bottom attachment close to base of neck, ending in

long rattail.

Ovoid body curving quickly from shoulder to narrow toe.

NO. 8) HS 163 (Kerameikos) Kid to second i 4th c.B.C.

H: .814 m. D: .32 m. by comparison with NOS. 42

NH; .242 m. TD; .037 and 43 in Lesbian series.

HH: .250 m.

Light buff-gray fine clay with bits, no mica.

Whole jar, most of neck, part of rim, one handle and body restored

from many pieces; part of neck, rim, one handle missing; slight plaster

restoration.

Narrow, downward-slanting rim with offset ridge below.

Very long, bombe' neck.

Cylindrical handle with less extreme curvature set close up below rim
at upper attachment; lower half of handle makes almost reverse curve

to bottom attachment pulled in close to base of neck; ends in short

rattail.

Ovoid body tapering in almost straight line from acute shoulder angle

to long, narrow, flat toe.

KYTILEI^^ FINDS (PLATE NO. )

AITHORA A(Antissa - unnumbered) 7th to first ^ of 6th century B.C.
'45 m. D; .351 m.

. lOT; .10 m. ndj .13 m.

HD: .024 m. tD: .112 m.

Dark gray clay, unslipped, unpolished. '
^hole jar repaired from many pieces.
Thick, flat-topped roll rim with no offset ridge below.
Short, straight neck with offset ridge at base of neck at point of
juncture with body.

Short, oylindrioal handles attached at top well below rim and at
bottom ending in short but distinct rattail.
Slight ring toe, flat bottom with slirht +« x
Published, u T V .. »-i-ignx slope to center.. Lamb, Antissa," BSA XXXI -n 177 -ci x, AAAX, p. 177, Plate XXVII, no.6.
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AKFHORA B (Antissa K 55) 7th to Ist ^ of 6th century B.C.

H: .55 m. L; .365 m.

.10 m. NT): .124 m.

.018 m. TD: .115 m.

NH

HD

HW .04 m.

Dark red clay with hits.

Intact jar except for slight repair at hottom.

Half roll flat-topped rim with no offset ridge helow.

Short downward-flaring neck with offset ridge at hase at the point

of juncture with body.

Flat handles of minimum curvature attached at top well below rim

and smoothly at bottom; one handle incised the entire length with

lines that seem to form three rectangular panel.

Large, ovoid body tapering slightly to flat bottom.

Very slight downward-flaring ring toe, flat bottom on underside

indented slightly.

Published: V. Lamb, "Antissa," ESA XXXI, p. 177

SHERD PHOTOGRAPH NO.l (Kytilene - Omas 4I-42)
Dark gray, almost black clay.

Three sherds, probably from same amphora: l) long cylindrical handle

piece ending in broken rattail, 2) body piece showing bottom of elongated

rattail in relief, 3) long hollow toe with flat bottom, two incised
lines near base(?),

SHERD PHOTOGRAPH NO.2 (Kytilene - Omas 32)
Buff gray clay.

Three sherds: l) curved part of handle (cylindrical) with bit of rim
above it, 2) half wall of toe with bottom broken, showing long and
hollow to base, 3) bottom part of toe showing part of one wall and
flat bottom, hollow.

SHERD PHOTOGRAPH NO.3 - (Kytilene - Omas 64)

Gray clay.

Four sherds: l) rim and upper handle attachment piece showing offset
ridge, cylindrical handle, 2) base handle attachment ending in broken
rattail, 3) ^•nd 4) two bombe* neck wall nieces.
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SHERD PHOTOGRAPH NO. 4 (Kytilene - Omas 52)

Gray clay.

Six sherds; l) and 2) two long cylindrical handle pieces, 3) one
lower handle attachment ending in broken rattail, 4) one curved
part of cylindrical handle with portion of lip above and beside it
showing offset ridge, 5) and 6) two lip and neck wall pieces showing
offset ridge.
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